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for UB as interpreters to understand his words we must understand
his experiences.

We must analyze the author's life, first in

general and then all the particular important events of his life.
We can see that by analyzing the literary work as well as the life
of the author, we experience a more complete understanding of the
intellectual and emotional quality of the literature.

By this

process the interpreter is fulfilling his responsibility to the
creative artist.

When this background is understood, the interpre-

ter is ready to take on the responsibility that he has to the
audience.

He is ready to recreate the author's achievement through
Only when he fully under-

his oral reading of the artist's work.

stands this achievement can the interpreter decide how he will use

2

his personal techniques to do this.
The interpreter's job is often complicated b y limited time
and informative data.

In the ideal situation the interpreter would

read several books about the author before attempting any of his
works but,

unfortunately, this is usually not practical, espeCially

in a classroom situation.

Too often the interpreter must rely on

the scanty biographical material presented in an thologies or is
forced to skim through several tables of contents and indices in
order to find specific facts which are alluded to in a literary
work.

This, of course, would not give him the necessary background

knowledge,

which is usually gained only through a complete reading

of a biography or work of criticism.

Problems of this type cause

one to speculate on possible aids to the interpreter.

Just what

type of material would be helpful to the interpreter in his attempt
to discover everything a writer has put into a particular work of art?

3

In the preceding discussion we have pointed out that the inter
preter needs to know something about the life of the writer:
youth, his time, his travels, his associates.

his

A brief but inform

ative discussion of these individual aspects of an author's life
would prove helpful to the interpreter.

But we understand that the

interpreter not only must investigate the writer's life, but also
he must analyze the writer's works, of course paying particular
attention to the selection being interpreted.

Here too, the inter

preter would be aided by individual discussions of certain aspects
of the writer's style.

Separate compositions considering a writer's

theme or themes, form, and representative works would be quite
useful.

Elf bringing together under one cover discussions on parti

cular phases of an author and his worle, the interpreter would be
provided with a resource unit and a valuable guide to his interpre
tation.
A guide to the interpretation of a specific author's work would
not be an exhaustive study of the author or of his material.

It

would simply be a resource unit upon which the interpreter could
rely for pertinent facts obtainable in a short time.

Neither would

an interpreter's guide dictate how a selection should be presented.

Once the interpreter "knows" the man and the selection, he is reawJ
to apply his own techniques in recreating a piece of literary art
for an audience.

His interpretation is merely g uided and liTIli ted by

certain facts about the author and his work;

the interpreter's

guide should provide these facts.
An interpreter's guide would enable the interpreter to attempt
the more difficult and challenging writers who too often are avoided
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because of their abstract complexity.

Yet these same writers nearly

always provide the moat rewarding material for the interpreter and
the audience once the breach of understanding has been made.

This

is especially true in the case of the German poet Rainer Maria
Hilke.

His work is often very difficult to understand at first,

but once one does realize the significance of his words, the reward
is worthwhile.

This reason provides justification for an aid to the

understanding of Rainer Maria Hilke in the form of an interpreter's
guide.
Rainer 11aria Hilke is considered by many to be one of the three
outstanding poets of the twentieth century along with Yeats and
Eliot.

And it has only been in the latter half of the twentieth

century that Rilke's work has been given international attention
by both critics and average readers.

uThere can be hardly another

European poet of whom 50 much has been written during the last ten
or twenty years as Rainer 11aria Hilke;

none in whom interest has

been, in the full lJ!eaning of the word, international."

3

Some of

the more recent writings on Rilke available in English leave something to be desired by the interpreter.

There are only a few actual

biographies available and these often present a semi-abstract treatment of Rilke as a whole, whioh is of little help to the interpreter.
By soanning through criticisll3 on Rilke one is able to pick up bits
of information about his life and outstanding experienoes.

Ho,lever,

this method of gathering information is not practical for the interpreteI'.
This guide j.8 divided j.nto two parts�

the man and his "ork.

Each part is separated into independent discussions of phases of

5

Rilke's life and work.

It i5 the writer's hope that this organiza-

tional method will f acilitate the finding of specific facts a3 ;iell
as provide an over-all impression when the guide is read as a whole.
The guide includes a life chronology and a listing of published
works.
An emphasis will be placed on Rilke's life experiences, since
the origin and development of Rilke as a thoughtful artist are
extremely important consideratior� for the understanding of his
w orks.

When reading his poetry,

one soon realizes that Rilke is not,

for the most part, speaking for humanity, but for himself.

Pro-

fessor Siegfried Mandel has made the comment that even during Rilke's
lifetime "it was impossible to ferret out the man hidden in the
thickets of his poetry."

4

Rilke seems always to be at the center

of his poetry.
The reader

( interpreter )

must keep in mind that Rilke's sale

function in life is that of a lyrical poet.
salaried or wage-earning position,

"He never occupied a

had very few possessions;

he never starved and always had a roof over his head;
extensively in ��rope and Northern Africa,

yet

he traveled

was welcomed in the home

of the noble and rich, became the friend of some of the greatest
writers and artists of Europe and the counselor of hundreds of people

5'

in their moments of joy and distress."
outward accomplishments;

R ilke did not care about

he was concerned only with an overt

expression of an inner conflict.

His life was centered more around

his actual work than around any popular success of that work.

This

entanglement with the inward direction of life gives the reader his
first clue as to the approach that must be taken in o rder to come

6

closer to an understanding of Hilke.

Hilke! s life is full o f clues

to an over-all understanding of his work.

It is felt this inter

preter! s guide will bring to light many of these ttclues" and thus
provide the interpreter with a basis f o r his interpretation.

The

magnitude of such a task is made clear enough when one considers
Hilke! s goal in writing:

"to express the inexpressible."

7
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xv.

5 w• 1. Graff, Rainer Maria Rilke:
Modern Poet(Princeton, 1956), p. v.

Creative Anguish of a
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Part I

--

The Man

Chapter I
His Time

Rainer Maria Rilke was born in the turbulent nineteenth century,
which was marked by wars and revolutions from beginning to end.
These revolutions not only brought about the overthrow of existing
political institutions,

but also resulted in radical changes in the

various parts of the mental and spiritual life of the Europeans.
Those things which had been talked about by eighteenth century
aristocrats and social philosophers,

"the emanCipation of the indiv-

idual from tradition and superstition, the new humanitarianism, the
daring freedom of the human mind, the changed relationship between
ruler and governed" were nearly realized by the nineteenth century
middle class.

1

Yet, in order for such innovations to work, many of

the traditional mental, spiritual, social and political structures
had to be shattered.

It is important t o note, however, that this

was not a century remembered as a time of destruction;

this was a

century of expansion.

Aspects of the mental and spiritual life
faced so glorious and yet so formidable
an expansion that it was no longer possible
for workers in one field to follow devel
opments i n others.

This expansion was

peculiarly glorious i n that its possibil
ities seemed infinite, surpassing all
hitherto know forms of adventure;
and
peculiarly formidable because bridges had
to be burnt, the human personalit.7 in its
ancient harmonious conception to be dis
carded, and a complete surrender made to the
immense richness of the fields of knowledge
that were being explored.

2

The popular tendency to "burn bridges" and view life from the vantage
point of a hopeful, new philosophy left man� people unsteady and
confused, not knowing whether to rely on the past or rejoice in the
thought of a new era.

In the earlier centuries there was at least

the sense of security;
eighteenth century.

this comforting sense vanished with the

During the middle 1800s individuals became

more and more conscious of their dying "community, fI of losing the
sense of unconditional belonging which every culture before them had
taken for granted.

This trend started when the conception of indiv-

idual personality as the central force in governing the universe was
de-emphasized.

With the Industrial Revolution came the concept of

"mass labor" or "mass man,!I and the individual was supplanted by
the faceless, machine-tending robot.

People could no longer relax,

assured in the knowledge that they belonged
somewhere.

to

someone, something,

But actually not much time was spent contemplating the

feelings of the heart.

Technology had put material wealth within

the reach of almost everyone and there was no time for such contemplation.
Bw 1848 industrialization and tech nology, railways and telegraphs
had made their appearance and changed the whole ter.�o of life.
Things became more and more comfortable as new possibilities were
constantly being discovered.
For the fifteenth century humanist, the dis
covery of each single manuscript had been pre
ceded by an onerous journey under primitive
conditions (which had prevented a one sided in
tellectual development ) ; in the nineteenth
century, a railway system had made even the remotest
corners of Europe accessible and manuscripts and
works of art wers at everyone's disposal in

10

Art lovers travl!lll!ld
librariea and museums.
from Munich to Madrid, from Paris t o Copl!lnhagl!ln.
It Has possible to learn to know the most
different cities in a short time, thl!l most
diverse landscapes with their characteristic
beauties and the peculiarities of their populationa.

3

The increase in prosperity caused the masses of the bourgeoiSie to
incline toward optimism, toward a belief in progress.

But progress

and success was measured only in light of material gain.

MThe

society that was meanwhile coming into being had the aspect of a
fairy-tale -- a materialistic fairy-tale -- with uncharted boundaries,
demanding multifold knowledge and adaptational forms, hitherto
unnecessary and therefore unknown. If

4

New knowledge and new research methods demanded revisions in
the educational system of the nineteenth century.

Instead of the

solid and relatively few truths that students had studied in the
past, they were now confronted with so great a mass of facts that few
individuals were able to digest them all.
mentary examinations bad been passed,

As soon as the more ele-

specialization became n e cessary

almost as a means of economi c self-preservation.

Attention was

focused on the exact sciences (where it remains even today
supposition that they were the more useful.
theology also experienced a startling g rowth.

)

on the

The social sciences and
LinguistiCS, history,

and ethnography had given rise to an enormous number of new facts
and viewpoints that overwhelmed the comparatively static surveyable
picture held until the end of the eighteenth centur�.

History was

regarded as a tool for gaining insight into an unlimited profusion of
periods,

ctvilizations, and cause-effect relationships.

To many it

11

served as a substitute for the loss of tradition i n modern society.
The nineteenth century was a time of action and the me ntal life
was left to the intellectuals, amor� whom only the technicians were
useful in the progressive movement.

The technicians were, as a

result, classed with the cultural barbarians who cared only for
money.
thought.

A

�plit developed between the men of action and the men of
This schism was quite clear in the area of religion.

"For those

in

the stream of the modern movement, the religious life

tended to become either subjective and unstable or, mere usually,
to be repudiated altogether.

11en lived so much i n the world of

visual progress that for the time being they needed nothing else. "
For others who s till placed a great emphasis on the spiritual life,
this

was a time of re-examination which was necessary in order

adapt to the

D�W

to

social order.

Those man who were not obsessed by the materialistic pursuit
of money became independent, deep and "nervous."

l,jany of the phil

osophers, poets, and artists experienced the conflict of the times
in deep, isolated bitterness.

Even among these non-technical intel

lectuals there. was further separation into groups:

those who were

fanatical adherents to knowledge on the one side, and those who
adhered to feeling on the other.

This mental imbalance among the

population was expressed in the literature of the nineteenth century.
The literature of Hilke I a time expressed a synthesis of three
diffsrent stylest

Romantidsm, Realism, and Natupalism.

German

RomantiCism, running from 1790-1830, was a continuation of the
Storm-Stress idea and to a large
German Classicism.

extent

also a reaction against

German Romanticism and German Classicism were

12

often united under the name of German Idealism.

German Romanticism

was irrational, imaginative, colorful and fantastic;

6

iniam was objective, calm and restrained.

German Class-

Therefore, there was

an extreme variety of works in which a chaos of moods and inspiration sought to express itself.

The romantic i deals appeared less

often in the late 1800' s as the political struggle against Metternich
and burning social problems caused the intellectuals to be more concerned with "reality."

Within the period of Realism,

man

was can-

sidered objectively from a social, sCientific, and political point
of view.

This new approach soon gave rise to the more extreme ex-

pression of Naturalism.

In the last decades of the 19th century

literature was used as a weapon.

liThe poets wrote pamphlets, novels

and dramas in order to show the mieery of the proletariB,p.8
. ,
gluttony of the capitalists, the inescapability of scientific facts,
the brutality of life."

7

As the twentieth century approached the poet continued to accept
his new sense of responsibility.

Once the poet thought of himself

as an accessory to his community;

he entertained or decorated or

sang praises.

In the 1800s literary artists thought of themselves as

pariahs, outcasts absndoned by the community and they either rejoiced
8
By 1910, and increasingly since, they have coms to
or howled.
think of themselves as personal witnesses, bearers of revelation,
self-ordained priests.

'l'he artist began to offer not only his work,

but also the gospel according to his own living.

We are here intro-

duced to the idea of literature as being more than an image of life;
it was becoming

a

comment on that image.

There also arose a desire

to bring together SCience, the thing known and measurable, and human

1

life, the incalculable entity.

The importance of showip.g

ficance of the relationship betvleen science, human nature,

Never before had literature been so obsessed

was finally realized.

with dedication to its mission.

9

The poetls mission was overshadowed in the early

of 1;.1}e

18906

1848,

by

the impetus of socialism was great.

The decade

was the greatest period of expansion in the history of

European Socialism.
Han of life;

1900s

Since Marx and Engels published the Communist

political activities.
Hanifesto in

and society

"Socialism was rooted in a materialistic concep-

according to its tenets, will-power was fiercely

directed on the future seizure of social power and the longing for
happiness and brotherly love saw in this millenium so excitingly

10
beautiful a prospect. "

Brotherly love was certainly lacking in

the last decade of the nineteenth century and the first decade of
the twentieth, when war was imminent.

The impotent generation of

that time thought it better to let it come than to go on with the
perpetual waiting.

Perhaps the nineteenth century manls first loss

of faith was when he began to realize that life could not be improved
by technical advances alone.

Chapter

1-

Notes

lHans Kohn, The Twentieth Century(New York, 1949), p. 61.
2

F• W. Von Heerikhuizen, Rainer Maria Rilke:

His Life and

Work(New York, 1952), p. 13.
3Ibid., p. 29.
4Ibid.,

p.

15.

5Ibid•

�lerner

P. Friedrich, An Outline History of German Literature

(New York, 1951),

p.

113.
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Ibid. , p. 154.

B
Twentieth-Century Culture, ed. Robert Phelps(Hew York, 1965),
p. lB.
9philo

l4.

Buck, The World's Great Age (Norwood,

p . 9.
lOVon Heerikhuizen,

p.

19.

11a88.,

1936),

Chapter II
His Youth

Introduction

In times of cultural unrest, a child's life follows a course
lacking in the stabLlity and security that comes from a period of
50cj.al calm.

The earlier years of Hilke's life must be viewed in the

context of his time -- definitely a time of unrest.

The standards

upon which Hilke'a parents based the upbringing of their Bon were
an outcome of what the late nineteenth century society viewed as
acceptable.

In Hilke's particular case his parents were even more

concerned about the dictates of society than was usual.

T hey allowed

their personal values and idiosyncrasies to play an important part
during Rilke's formatiVe years.

Freudian psychologists have long

held that the experiences of childhood are crucial so far as later
developments in personality are concerned.

It is their opinion that

in the first five or six years the basic life pattern is flet up.
Florence Goodenough suggests that there is some evidence "that
one-half of an individual's ultimate mental stature has been attained
by the age of t hree years.�

1

The conflicts of youth are directly

linked with later conflicts in that they are already partly the
outcome of the general unrest which forCibly affects life and education.

Certainly the importance of this period of youth cannot be

overlooked.

To apply this principle to Hilke, we can see expressions

of his childhocd experiences cOllBtsntly reollrring throughout his
works.

For this reason,

an examination of his youth -- his birth,

his parents, his cduoation -- would be valuable.

Birth

Hilke was born in Prague on the fourth of December, 1875.
Both parents had hoped for a girl to make up for t he 108s of lsmena,
their daughter who diad previously at an early age.

However, they

were thankful that their son, born two months premature, was wellformed and healthy.

The date of !lUke's birth fell on a Saturday,

the day of Holy l'lary.

His mother saw in this a happy omen and in-

eluded in her son's long list of Christian names that of the Queen
of Heaven.

Hilke was baptized Rene Karl Wilhelm uohnann Josef &ria.

The Hilkes of Prague were thought t o be descended from an
ancient, noble line of Corinthian Rulkes, who lived during the
middle ages.

Since reliable data went back only to the middle of the

18th century, the rest of the legend had to be spun out of conjec
ture.

All of the known facts about the 18th century were due to

the research of Hilke's uncle, Jaroslav.

Later i n his life, the

claim to a noble past "served the convenience of makingbhimccoilfident
and comfortable among

a

host of titled acquaintances;

being a pauper poet, his lineage made him an equal."

2

ratherthan
Hilke's

childhood interest in his genealogy is understandable since his
youth had centered in the family legend.

Siegfried Handel later

comments that "Hilke had little reservation about regaling people
with his genealogical improvisations;

3

pleasantly contrasting humility."

but in his poetry there is a
His claim to a noble anceetory

himsalf baing the last in the lins -- gave him the self-confidence
that he needed in order to become a davoted poet.

It is disillusion-

ing to note that after Hilke's death, it was discovered that his

noble descent was an unfounded legend and that the Rillees of Prague
were in reality descendents from Sudeten Ge rman peasants and tradesmen.
Even in his earliest years Rene Rillee was what one might call
a "show child."

He was extremely precocious and enjoyed performing

before guests of the family.
painting:
paint;

His early interests lay in poetry and

"Rene was trained to ml!Omorize, recite,

copy poetry,

he liked best to paint villas and cas tles on islanda.ft

and

4

The subjects of these beginning paintings often reappeared in his
poetic works;

examples of this would be in the setting of "The

White Priljces5" and land5capes from the "Firs t l30emsll and "Early
Poems. If

Rene was also fond of creating caricatures i n painting and

in prose and poe try.

Ewald Tragy immediately comes to mind as an
He enjoyed painting, but

example of the interes t in caricatures.

"Little Rene was impelled

his s trongest interest lay in wri tingt

by an inner urge to write verses and his ambition in this respect
was high.

The date of his earliest poems is not known but it is

5

placed considerable before

1885."

From the very beginning Rene was encouraged in his verse writing
by his mother while his f ather merely discounted these interests
as being unmasculine triflings.

It seems, however,

that this was

not the only question on which Rillee I s parents disagreed.
letter to Ellen Key dated April

3, 1903,

In a

Rilke made c lear the sit-

uation of his youth.

�!� childhood home was a cramped rented

apartment in Prague;

it was very sad.

already faded when I was born.

When

I

�:cparentsl marriage was
was nine years old, the discord

broke out openly and my mother left her husband."

6

The precocious

18

child Rene could not avoid bej,ng strongly influenced by both parents
who were so different and yet

60

much alike.

Mother

Phis Bntz was the daughter of a wealthy merchant who lived in
a miniature baroque palace in Prague.

The house had a great effect

on little Rene's imagination and perhaps partly accounts for his love
of "lofty rooms and long white corridors."

While living in the

little palace, Phia's dream of being a grand lady seemed quite within
reach.

In marrying Josef Rilke, an ambitious young soldier, she

was sure her chances for a noble life would be enhanced.

Unfortun-

ately this was not the case for she was soon faced with the reality
that she was married to a salaried railroad employee and forced to
live in a rented house.

The complete realization of such a situation

would have been too rauch for Phia Rilke to endure had she not escaped into a world of make-believe.

"Her buoyant imagination was

strong and vivid enough partly to conceal f rom her the drab realities
of a small and cramped existence.

She was able to create for her-

self an atmosphere of unrealit,r in which she could perform the empty
gestures of a grand lady at ease in the world of aristocratic living."
Rilke himself, while reflecting on his childhood in

a

letter to

Ellen Key dated April 3, 1903, states that �Our little household
which was in reality middle class, was supposed to deceive people
and certain lies passed as a matter of course."

8

Rudolf Ka!!sner

observes that P�lke's psssion for truthfulness had its roots in his
9
mother's tendency to make believe.

7

's father gave his wife a free hand in

runninG the hO\lse-

hold and as a result ever,fthing was done in order to give the impression that the home was "distingue.1I

llilke'e mother always dressed

in black like a dowaGer princess and when a party was to b e given,
llilke's nursery room was cleared in an attempt to impress the guest
with the ample room.
behind a screen.

Little Rene then was forced to sleep in a cot

"Behind the black wall-screen with its embroidered

golden birds he lay in his cot, his heart beating with fear lest
some dancing couple should discover him. II

10

At such festivities

new and cheap wine was poured from bottles with dusty labels and
high sounding inscrip'i:.ions.

Happenings such as these could not help

but fill the child '8 heart with misgivings about hi8 place in the
household.
His mother's person�lity and sense of values more than any
other factor were responsible for Rene Hilke' is unfortunate childhood.
Throughout his life Rilke was anxious about his health,

though

there was never anything fundamentally wrong with him.

This feeling

can be traced to his mother's obsession with the idea of protecting
his heal'i:.h.

"The fear that the boy might catch a cold, that he

might be in a draught,

that his bed might be hard, or his glands

swollen were the constant preoccupation of his doting parents;
which in the hoy turned to undue anxiety about himself. II

11

Perhapl!

due to this OVer protection, Hilke was quite susceptible to disease.
He was absent

200

times in second g rade and missed the last two

quarters in third grade.
It was difficult for Phia to accept the fact that she had lost
her little daughter and had been given a boy to take her place.

Rathel' than accept the situation she pretended that Heme was her
girl.

"In keeping with her ccn�enital disregard of reality she

brought her boy up as if he were a girl.

Until his fifth year he
his toys were dolls

wore long curls and was dressed like a girl;
whose hair he combed."

12

The little boy Ril.l(e

of simulation and often played along with his mother.

According to

a story told by his mother, he once knocked at her door when he had
been naughty and appeared with his hair braided into pigtails and
his sleeves turned up, saying:
died

)

"Ismene (the little girl who had

stays with her dear mother, Rane is a good-for-nothing, I

13

have sent him away, girls are more affectionate, aren't they."
Those that knew Rilke in later life never fail to mention his
characteristically feminine sensibilities.
most of his adult associates were women.

We will later see that
This emotional disorien-

tation l11as to remain with him throughout life.
In keeping with her time and station in society, Phia Rilke
constantly displayed external gestures of religious devotion.

F.W.

Van Heerikhuizen maintains that "she had not a grain of true

religious feeling but pranced round to every saint's effigy in the
vicini ty, "

111

This debased form of Christian! ty was what his mother

presented to Rilke in his childhood.
with God,

Jesus, 11ary and the Saints.

nHe was on a familiar footing
He was made to kneel in

prayer until he lost all sensation of where his knees ended and the
hard bench began."

15

It was natural that he should rebel against

this exaggerated displ,ay of religion by his mother who even asked
that he kidd the lmunds of Christ on the crucifix.
his childhood belief -- 11ary,

Christ , the Saints,

The figures of
and the Angels --

21

later became ur�elated fragments that recur continually in his works.
In light of the religious situation of Hilke's youth, Siegfried
Handel states:

!lHis poetry was to record a search for an ideal

mother, a personal religion,

antagonism toward Christ, and

for the patriarchal God of the Old Testament.

a

fondness

The emancipation

form his mother's enveloping religious mania was gradual but he
retained an affection for the baroque s�lendor of Prague's churches
and castles and the sensuous liturgical lyricism of Catholic ex-

16

pression. II
It is difficult t o tell to what degree his mother's superficiality and lack of true love hurt him.
years of

1892-1896

We do know that between the

when he was seriously considering becoming a

poet for a living and needed a great deal of motherly affection, she
let him down.

Hilke called her !Ian utterly shallow woman with no

true affection for him. II

17

A short poem in Early

�

also serves

to indicate his true feelings about his mother.

Poor saints of wood
to whom my mother brought her gifts;
l�te and proud, they were amazed

behind their hardwood benches.
For her searing troubles
they certainly knew no gratitude,
solely knew the candle-gloB
of their icy masses.
But my mother came

and brought them flowers.

!1v

mother picked these flowers,

all of them, out of my life.

18

After her separation from the family, Hilke's mother restlessly went
from one health resort to another,
young,

patbetically trying to appear

unattached, wealthy and distinguished .

A final comment was

made by Hilke about his mother in a letter to Lou Salome
di3cu3sion ) in

1904.

later

I n the letter he expreElSE!3 the feeling of

horror at the sight of the woman "who cannot grow old;
as a garment, ghostlike and dreadful.
child. "

( see

19

who is empty

And to thirk that I am her

Phia Hilke survived her son by five years.

Though he

saw her rarely after the separation and met her for the last tL�e
in

1915,

Hilke continued to write his mother dutifully, though with

little warmth.

Father

Hilke's father, Josef, also took part in a form of self-delusion,

though it was based on a somewhat more realistic view of life

than that which Phia Hilke held.

Young Rilke could never understand

why his parents did not know each other better;

since th� both

attached an infinite amount of value to externals,

it seemed to hime

that a deep relationship would naturally result.

Like his wife,

Josef Hilke had suffered a great disappointment.

He had trained

for the armw and had taken part in the campaign against Italy in

1850.

His hope was to become an officer, but because of a recurring
throat ailment, his dream was never realized.

A

civilian post in the

service of the railroad fell far short of his romantic expectations,
and it w a s difficult for him and impossible for his wife to become
reconciled to the situation.

T hough in reality Josef Rilke held a

bourgeois position in society IIhe clug to the illusion of being a
dashing officer, an elegant cavalier who never failed,

equipped with

cane and gloves, to promenade in the afternoon on the 'Graven,'

il

Joseff

the

of

•

be-

for his 'son is future ..
an

would lose sone

his Oim
age

the idea

to prepare Hene

school
soldiers.

lead
child 1 s soul vlOuld

HIn the midst of

bett!leen simulated

ac'1d actual

dolls to

UQ'l,1 he

to them like a

his men into
itiaS f),,\1are of his father'

and

love for him

.dilke
he felt

ambitions for

loved him.

a

fancied

his futher's

flnke

of

defenseloss.

In a sense his father became

idecl

i't vIas an unattainable one due to his mCllll"r' 6
As

Hene llilke

shall later

student" much to

father's

then forced to defend hirnself
Or'}TIC,LCU.eS.

"

ltllke 's werk

his fatherts

vJhat Josef Hilke
In

later life there can be

lvish to succeed in the eyes of

loved and

thL�t liilke is
Duino

he

The life of a

vJOuld have called a

wnom

L1S a

his cause

admired..

It BeatnS obvious

father

the

"

\'Iho

;
troubled

I

cl2

of

and

obscure a
gaze

Your treasure of
Of

;lilke

from his father and

�;hen J oeef died in

the son ''frote to his mother thst he had been

fie n ea r er to sub-

from year to year

the most

truest

II

missive

Education

in

Rilkefs
to

VIhen he 1vas nine.

\vith his mother

of

\'lhen he entered the
The school --

School at St.
the sa'lle one attended

and Thomas Mann -- VIas no better

James

or \fIOrSe than other institutions of the same
!ltc raise

He continued

lads for a soldier's

;

its aim 'klas

with an

on strict

there VIas
anee

endurand

the mU£'Hlllg "hen the

sounded LL'1til the
had to

Plant out in the dormitories
every

his soul

t-o say,
ea for the

eve ry

been eonditionHis

routine
to

eVBFJ obedience.

his

of make

love and

and
riLs urge to Hrite

at the

have

any
LUVUb" his father

all facto!'s that

bent

his

vias

him on,

four years at the mJeL:ttary school the most

in

escape vIas

young

of

wh ich vIas

and only served to

the

of

foiled in his

He not

any
<¥'lith the

, but he also found it difficult to do well in

other

s

;

ill as a result of

he vias

this time, his mother was

him

letters 11hich tended to

his situation.

the

later

It is no
House of the Dead."

hate for the

also have been
Poems" :

this short selection in

Ivere you a child in
You
cannot COIDt,r(3h,,,n d
how
I came to hate the
as ever hostile

I was so

that

of
secret bliss.
I
the

gy-ife of c01vard
from out the circle
But at eveuti.de I

A

my

on its
went forth

as,
the

indicates

about its home.
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little Hene Rilke 11as able to maintain his emotional

sLx year

( see

later

at

to 81ara

lvr-itten

of

secret visits to the little

HI did ex-

the

the true life in the little corner of
�vlhere I 1'laS safe from my

the UvC�L�V unsocial effects

and

of their ruthlessness

sciss()rs-like and �dth

you out of the whole
mass.lI

1t-il1en Hilke

of the environmental

te find seme

in his mother IS

nei thar

eeuld amnver his prayers.

nor the conventional

The true

at this time is revealed

in su ch poems as liThe

Or'Dtlarl.!l and

" "The

Saint's

" in >1hi ch death and the transitoriness
30

are t.he

ef

that. Hilke's

,

simbolize the
ll.llke

of life

and

His failure at the rnil-

the school on June 3,

leary 8,C!ldl3lll,V was a decisive factor

in Rilke'

it until his

and he

banish recollection of that
conscience in order

esteem vlP,.ich rested
the

a

Rilke went

VIsnt on

thG idea of nlS

of uncer-

a IY'lli-

up the

his uniform. because it gave him
father'

retain his

on

to
career ..

resu lt

poses

he soon learned the saint-like
in humiliation and

pre-

v-falks in
of

,

to a

s ent

Hilke felt
vlas

of
a year;

business s

at

there.

and

as a

that this was

broken love

are

was

s Uncle

to pay for a classical education at the
the years

hdlke took
11

HWhat to
sole

the result

details about this

Hilke's next educational
Jaroslav 11ho

He left Linz

of the Institute,H

most scholars

The

He read

in the grarrunar school

vlrote
11a8 the collection of

Von

school

his
he needed;

him vIith the
\'1 hen

the oppor-

discovered her to be

lifter

person ..
know-

filled �fith confidence

set

to prove

hi3

that he cculd make

rec-

snd
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Information

to

years is

1�ere reco roed

since
These

of

may serve

cal

the

broader

when

in hi

,.
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for

are

to realize that these

is

rational
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-''1

*

L. Graff
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ambitione."

dreams and
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�
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)

totals ltyhi cn cannot be

and their

too remote
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after
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•

all shocks ..
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and
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Travels

Introduction

his years of

luter the containment that was

see

was eager to travel a round and

bet:tfeen

3iVB
some

of the

and

ll rom this time until his

been

Rilke

in one

aBe 1,vandered about from

than t1-vO years�
numerous
in reserve. tl

of

he

1

noninvolvement

to

en-

til e most inv!ard

but

His constant movement vfent
his desire to be alone -- with

His non-rootednes s is a causative factor in flilke t
new

he

to stimulate his

and sounds and
once

and a

of his need for
be considered a

of his life

coldness

in the

to seek

his
from intim-

Hi. s

took him
but

th ese countri e s , the three vlhich

effect on l1i1l1 liBr e
of

and France

in

cany, and Rome t-Iere the cities
to Hilke

SUit-drenched
to

in

and

•

Hilke was

up in

the s ensuous

revela-

which 't1EtS full

of the

tion for

upon

his onrn till1€ woulu
this

as

a 8tUrm:1er.

he
brother of the

a

118,13 the

U

and it was here that his "real

that he

works !!

l'laS

whom h e later

and
distant

th e artist

J!

of fum pe "'''ld

But after tr'ave�lng to other
he became di ��llUJlQ"'v

with

and

iJlvite close

contours

skies with their

sunsets seemed to

d:FtJ .
to

there.
had left no room for the

Heflections of his

His

There was
He felt the

may be seem in The Book
travels

to fnsaia are linked to his

book of verses ..

"

soundless

• •

lOUrnellT . "

to ilussia in

Hilke 1 s

whome he met on

j\ndreas Salone ( see
to
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from

fit into his whole

t o the Slavic 110rld in
oriented
north.

mind in the direction of the enormous nation to th
Prior to the
of
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the
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of

interested in the
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able young

research
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of tla
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"
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ever set foot in ,�.o",�<"

in his mind
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the future, the
less patient

"

iiilk s ' s all h i s

found an inner

in his

6

to

"it 1vas there that he had felt, like a

the

that freed him from t h e

a

overstressed

7

of the arti stie
of t h e

The

Hilke '
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(;hekhov and Droskin..

and �lidth of

In

the writers that

construction of such an
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to his

�

/
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that is
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in the individuals he met than in
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I

is there . !l

to
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After
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and
space and

that
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every corner ..

a
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"l'he '1'ale of Love and Death of
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Introduction

Rilke f s extensive

in all stations of life;
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combined vlith his

int

aIlke .

and
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he remained in most cases

never
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in

a commission

ret1J rned to Paris to act as ;iodin's

some
bot",een

F'rom

Hilke l earned many vn�Hb v ;

were the need for

two of the most

nci1l!vt,rv and the concentrati on upon

rrrinute

the statement :

Hodin
"

work all the

is necessary

focused

observation in Rodin 1 s case lias
"

on

,

as 1-4aJJ

Hilke ' s 1'mrk
; ll

in

Hilke

case

the

eviden ce te h i s mM interest

this

three verses en

tYIO verses en

of poems en the

HIt

and

at

verses

1-vith Homan fountains

in

is

concerned tv'i th
He

the artist t s
intense

also a s a

as a

not

;'{hich Hilke

co nce.ntrated form.

tbis concentration on his own

"• • •

life

this absolute
is

"HLIi!!, to be rever-

its ultim2;lte roots and up to its
IlHc must now achieve soms-

Hilke to create for

t h e scu.cnl:o r.

to

Hilke would watch Hodin work from

to wait for moments of

out

ic his

icvolved much more

no mat te:r hOYl

Im.Lnual work and

with-

for such

c

l'h e

their two worlds of

11

then those encountered

hed to fece

Yet the

real � i!

to transionn his art into

as a trkln, must

were

the hard ,fork and mutual close observation

benefited beth men.

Benvenuta

the month of
a

received

onal

the

von

and ccnsolation she

The

letter from

between

and

had been lonely ones , and

to the letter from t h e young \rlomano
in h e r hh e

send letters every

,

the

his

He

of

to
entire life :

his

"lith

letters b ecane declarations of love .
l'J,,)(Uc

von

lasted

h�rote the mose

armour

my

th"LS time

four months ;

( excellent

letters
dear heart , are you not

al

"

from the "Stories of

dear
and

t ruth

-- you vIi th your

for

were able t o meet ;

her as IIBenvenuta II or "we1_

then Rilke

comed one ,, 11

Did God send you t o me in the years

of my mortal need

to

to survive? "

me

was a reward for his pat ience during the

t hat Benvenutat s
yeers .

Unfortup�tely the

of his other loves :

11

.. °

followed the

" started with exalted expectat ion,

brief moment of
Rilke

Rilke felt

and ended in disil1uSiotJ1I1ent

11

lit

that he

him , feel

to Benvenuta , but she

0

was t o God-like , too unearthly to be the father o f her childreno
t he disillusionment Benvenute c8,used Bilke , it
her thqt he dis covered the dream-like world of musi c "
time he had

mus ic as
The books writ t en

wes

Before this

whioh

God could
ent itled

von
Benvenute weul d

further

through

the reader

four-month

into this
Others

In addition to thoBe who became intimat e friends of Rainer Maria
Hilke , there were the individuals whose influence and 8,id made his
life as an aloof
two 'flrit ers ,

more fulfilling.
and a Princess.

a

In this group

'fe

Paul

'PlOrk was an

8

could

Vel Clry
via s

able to express the relat ion between the

in the v18 Y he , Hilke , had
was able to

his

over i;w0ntv years ;

1.. 4<" .. I l

and 80ul ,

15

Before

into words he had to remain� stlent for
Hilke faced a sj�ilar form o f reticence before he

v!ar until hiB death "

v:ith

the

Like

for Hilke"

Hilke B eemed t o find in Cezanne ' s life
and achievement t he ful l est ,
confi:rmation o f tIl-at

artist

the final
ion o f the

incessant and ciedicatad

' worker'

to re£tlize an ideal

per-

of e.lmost unattainab l e

dissatisfied in his achievement s ,
firs t l earned from Rodin, and

whtch he

80

which had been held in 80me

YDX1!lY Frenoh

]6

mentioned the fact t hat Ce;;:>;armB had failBd to

Rilke

att end his mother'

F:Jlen

funeral becau80 he vms too involved in his \Clorkp

was

s chool mistress for 19 years and a
for mtU(lng Hilke t 8 works kt10wn

for him

Scandinavi£t

to visit Den�ark and

<>

She also

Hilke des-

cr:Lhed her in 't4B,rIn t e rm s , she fail e d to ful fill his desL!'!? for a
womano "

"ShE' had a heart of gold , a
but her mind l a ck ed dtreo-

and

Her affeotions !'f?,.diated out to the who l e of hlL'11an-

tton and

- - t o a l l chHdren , a ll lovors , al l mothers., II
Individual
She

1 7,
and

and

most o f her Itfe

its
from
unt il his death .,
North
castl

She oonvinced h :Lrn t o accOffirarlY her o n a
frica

al l o'ltled, him to

at

[tEel noble

eautv and pef;l ce Funidst
scene ry ", II

18

The Princess , more 80 than any other person , under-

s t o o d Rilke l s need for s o l itude ..

Conolusion

stood above and out side huean relation,

his

refleoted a

sincere concern for his

should. he aware of the
found

which lS

those vol��e8 o f
there are
fit for
!Jlitt erer"

in Lie
which have

and pro-

In addition t o
been mentioned

Time Letters , Lett ers t o !": Young Poet

( especielly

and Corresponnence in Verse with �rika
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Introduction

travel s and assonia-t ee , are

l ife

of centl'kin 1'J:l.OU.gJ:l1;S about crucial issue s :

for the
life,

God ,

love, and death .

Because - most o f nLL�e l g later and more
nature, his

"the terribleness and bli s s of
looks thj.8 way or that
1
on his distance from it or his mood� 1\ �

He felt thB-t the

to avoid the t error that l i fe held for him

t o maintain
of l i fe

him s e l f fiomewhBre bet1veen the young lover ' s bl i s s ful

and the

yHLHg of life

street walker",

the

sed and

Such non-involveme'nt on the

proven disastroll s "

of a

oould have

Nevertheles s , Hilke refused for many years to

either his life or his art , one for the sake of the other.
after his
true

satisfaction and bliss could
HIn

come

his worl< ,

of my poems that is successful , there i s much

than EtTIY'

more

he concluded that his

period o f

or affect ion that I feel ;

I creat e ,
Rilke \1res t l ed 141t h

bothersome end

cOnftlSion of

fundamentals of human l i f e,>

these busics

vlQuld

with life here

and now and so

could only be based on the
future were to he
was frtl1 of

that the

80

beae-me v!hat Rnk" had t o

understand and had to b e able t o
" tha t

and the

the

He
and

Under-

en heaven and hell Q

ell

i s the creative basis of

•

It became the poet ' s thesis
"

-3

I t 1;ould have been

t he sat i s faction of Hilke ' s entire existence if he could hf1ve presented a tots"l affirmation o f t h i s world including

hp,qr, +""

agony,

and deatho

God

tii i%!t':rj A d Mandel describes Rilke ' s l i fe time

to

God as f0110'18 '
Hnke ' B

, a produot of B
hi,s mother ' s
And
, HaB resisted
in adolescence
rebellious atheism,
into the
god o f Hilke 1 8
as a
diaries ,
imrnanence in the monk t s viewed in Rilke ' s
o f the Deer Lord"
old men, end B,�l:lrrllEI'G:lC!U,Ly
of
of the DLtino ===£
lost in a host o f vag'<le S;YliOTIJ'1l18 in Rilke f s
last years .

after

this

, Hilke I S vi,?\vs on God

�

Christ , on the other hand , remHined the
same in Hilke ' $ eye s ufter his initial rebellion ei':alCllZ

the

of
nih for the brutaU

did not

of
whj_le

n;nu.eHlJ ,

of' l :l fe �

Once ,
hit i n

he hBd ELll()we:� t-:tmse l f to

th0 fHea in an effort t o TOJ 10\1 Christ t
Chrj

t o hi s nido

, nor

'"
t h n t Chrint I

of

Hilke

H:Lmself to be

7

His
idtfs

"

of

God

-== 'tlorkrnan l s Let t er ,

In

wTitten in

ts carried to its ful l e s t extent and R1�lke

, this
Christ as

the Redeemer and rF; ediato r , nnd reduces the cross to a meTE! rOEt(--1
"He saw the Christ

of the

as £t -

which he

'dha could help

inconsolable

neither himself nor others , and 8
instead of Rnm" Y1a how life

to the
t o be lived t o the ful l e s t !} "

it s eems that R ilk e vaoilates <bet1ieen bel ief

I n his

some of this confusion resul t8 from

and non-belief in God�

the fact that Rilke vimfed God as

in the

"But I

I said that his shoricOlrrnngs , his in-

o f him

in his pO\4er were due -to h i s

and

"

he 1vas not
was

a l l men,

but

g

Hilke bel ieved that there

was creat ed

man ..

and reason and rel ied instead on his intuitive perHilke

'

is dark and !the as cends out o f h i s

wamth -- thfJ.t :LS all he knew .. "

10

)

to

tman o f the

mustard seed

uuiverse and

1

in the stove,

and ever

--

the wind in the

the soot
, the

young bird fallen from the nest

--

the

but formed

God tA,,, o is
man ,

11

tha RUke I s God t ends to be more like Creation

It becomes
than a Creatoro

by oan,

Th@ creator rol e , he fel t , should be

espeoially the

•

"He felt himself taklm into a ccmllllmity building

G o d , t h e God in
and in their worksc "

only in the hearts of men

who was

12

Rilke felt that the prayers which he scnt t o

God were sheer creat ivity and that t h ey wcul d serve t o buil d
i f He did not exi s t .
an a rt i s t and concerned with

Rilke believed that

mere

for

he had

a future God ,

directien cf the heart , en

for t h e creation

13

sey that SULKe visualized
art .,

as t h e creat ive pov-rer synonymous vtith
man says "God i s , ' ' and the

He once noted that \vhen the

sorrowful IDfln feels HOod was , H the art ist smiles and says
be �

Some

artist has a

H,nd realizat ion of whom

"God will

II

Love

Love , l1hi oh

14S11 understood ,
reci procity., "

the reason he was never abl e to comrnit
individual

for Rny

of t ime.

This is proto any

He once said that he loved

one-

act o f

was fearQ

cannot at bottom amount

between two human
t h e infinite is
t h e miracles ,

think

"SometimeEl

in the

the achievement s ,
"

of all t hat has taken
his non- conLmi t t a l nature ;

individual

the

o f love is colored

Rilke ' s
rather than

vie must

of the sensuous
a ritual end a

in mind the faot t hat Hilke

is more than likely that he was

There is also a
theme.;.

there l i e

, and

t o fend for themselves a fter
and it

very

14

of l ove , he dwel l s on the idea o f i t s
ceremonious

\-!hat i s

fl

yeHr

from consoience pangso

absence cf love betvl8en the sexes as a

He cont inually reiterat es that love must be a comp2�n-

without dominat ion and nC'SE!!!: E! 8' V(Anp·q

Hilke ' s wife pointed

out that he would have been hard t o

in every caress , pure nUTat ion in a ki8 8 � II

there h EU3 to be

Rilke l inked love and death

both as an extension
t hat is aroused in l ove

of human l I fe into the
should not be s8,t isfied

the

that st imulated it but be

transformed into

infini t e "

Rilke was

at e d

15

the death of young lovers ,
the bl i s s ful

fasoin-

for he felt thRt

alone had

side o f l ife,

De2�th

Hilke

his

entire l i fc

is sepftr2cte from l i fe ",
Another

ful ow'11e r;

He called death "the invisible side of l ifc ,. 1J

his art ist ic causes
t o lif'e ..

the idea that death

would

to return deRth

to aCCOIi

art

fD,i th

rB,thf;!, than

die s ;

Death is

&

Death is Khen

"Deat;h is l1hen someone lives and dOGS not know i� c

someone cannot msJ(G up his mind t o die
17

and

it form"

it

his

it

HIt

mnch is death , you cannot

He did not say that

o o o one should love deat h , rather that one
so

should love life so

without calculation and s e l econe

t

inc1 udel3

side of life ) nnd loves his
have excluded

too"

and

denth

has h e

mOTe become

b'9cause
dver-

have al i8TIz\ted
sfLryo

It

01

is t hinlxabla thnt he i s much

t o us t han life itself

we knovi of him? "
should be

and

COIYle

0 <)

0 " " "

vlhxlt do

" I think our effort

presuppoAe the

of l i fe

so that it 1Jould

be�

18

,
fei t dBFd: h "

II

into a
"

dseth yHh

loathed the custom o f

trivial

yhioh

salon

1Q

bel ieved IIturned the undertaker' s
dea d

� /

aTe

as for an

the;

horrified

see that death ,

like life

has become

ancient t erribl e
:LndividuRl deathf!

Th

counter-

conform"

no

Hnd
die t hetr

l ive thetr ovn 1i78:8 ..

d� p in

20

mfrny varieties

In
of deat hs Hnd fenrs are,
fom",

worked out

Rilke ' g effort to

Hilke has

deeth of j

accused of

real serioussuch

death ;Ii th lifs would
resul t B �

Yet

letter from Dr

..

HaelThl1erli \>lho cared for the
wish

in
see anyone who

not to

mEtke him realize the st!;riOU8ness of his condi21
"
Hilke did
conceal ad from

t 1en whi ch he

but

not bel i eve in an imraortal
for the

'Has

death

as

of life"

Conclusion

To condense into a few pt:;t,ges

' 13

total philosophy on such

issues as life , love, death , and God would be au
that the

It i s
in

have been
The
cannot be

connected with hi.s wot'k and
an

of the man.
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Purt II

--

His

VI

1'10 one Gould b et t e r sum up Hilke f s

�lalt e Laurids

himself did in a passage from

the entire pgssage because

in

The writ e r feels
of its

than he

on

and

FOT verses are not , as most
( t hose

For t he

are experierlce
vers e ,

one must see many

,

one must know the

citie s , msn and

animal s , one must feel how the birds fly
and know the

with whioh the l it t l e

open i n the mc,rrliYlg.

One must be

able to t hink baok to roads in unknown
L'''15LomB , t o

and to

one had

seen coming;

o f childhood th£t are s t i l l unex:pl')�iY10dl,
whom one h Ft d to hurt when
and one did not grasp it ;

cne

that

t o chl,lil'1oo d
with such

nunbsr o f

transformations , t o
and

and t o

to seas , to

sea i t s e l

on

thett rush

and grsve

in rooms withdra1ffl
the sea , t o the
of travel
and flow with all

the stars
and it i8 not
if one
may think o f all this Q One must have memories
of many

o f l ove ,

none of '''hich Has

like the others , o f the s creams o f women j�n
But one must

childbirt h ,

hav� sat beside the dep�d in th-ef room \vith
the open \vindow and the fit ful noises ..
still

it

And

to have memories ..

is not

t hefn \{hen

One must be able to

are

many and onE' must have
t o wait unt i1
not

come

the memories themselv8s $

it is

Not tiJ 1

hPlve turned to blood vIithin us ,

to

to be dl.st

that in a

not t il l then oon it

most rare hour th0

first Ford of .[1

verse arises in their midst and goes
forth from themo

1

about Hl.LK:e I S

On� notes that there is
vers €) o

of

He does his best to root out all references to t ime , t ranswork of Hrt to( )him

formipg the ,,,ork into an immortal

was

in space ,

"ever Hnd never(,) II

of the

and now , " but a

net o f the

His themes were drawn from the re<llm of

t h em a Uniyer8aJ� and t :Llle l e s s quality.,
The

and memories had t o be in-

bel ieved t!JEt
e�:p" r:Lenced , thus

the intimate involvement Hilke

felt with

such as Pierre Th�mont ,
the close relB-tion....

Ewald

and his work s ..,

between the

His poems express an int en-

thnt

sificat ion of his

snd

a \{orld of

for his inw�rd visions in the

reflecticn.

world of Nature so that mon could understand

2

"

snd

3

�lallarme , and
find a
achieved

Not
but also

the

of

where he enoountered the

A similsr problem
In

Baudel aire ,
tc

he examines

to express his inner tunnoil
the

was faced

I)

The

was

o f the D",inc ""===

is Rilke f s work ch£Lra cterised
certain fl2110unt of

its in14ard reflection

His desire to

(?Hch
with the

on

of the late

20th oen-

and

turies �

if I die?
I
should
break? )
( if
your drink ( if I should spoil? )
your ga,TIr,or," , and your trade ,

hhat will you do , God,

I am your

I
I

am
am

\�it h me you l o s e your me'C$" �;'f3.
I know that God cannot l ive an
needs must

instant if I become

IIp the

4

'rhis

finds i t s most complete

Oruheu8 and The Duino

���� which he wro te when

JI

the

Modern man is

such as these are not new to us
more and more

demand.

The

of themselvesQ

is now in

more time to look at t hemselves

and to search out aids to
Hilke ' s

at a more
i s such an aid and i t s

holds more t o the future than t o the
their

in the

n?lturej) fev readers

most any man ".vi11

to Borne of themQ

Because of

all his poems , but al-
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Substance

on thE;

in rrdnd

in Hilke I

examine the sUbstance of the

us
of

written before 189 7 , Hilke "ElA,

the

in life.

his loved

on the batt l efield

, young maidens , and the beaut iful

to the

of this

Hilke dismisses the

'hTi t e when very young counts for

"He asserts that the stuff

exper-

and

after years of sil ent

1

:tenc0 S can a
the

himself

with

He dealt "ith the traditional themes that would

to the masses .
one,

four

tho 8� vlOrks

In the

a 'trit er.

S

t o find -the first words of a poem .. "
of

, however , it

28

With

that

their

wTite some of their most
The s econd

includes

the
and 19080

took two

to

all of the works o f this
The
had a

met Lou,

this t ime

may be classed

"

as

in Rodin ' s creations of bronze or stone
effect on his choice of materia l ?

on material
del ibenlte Hnd

Poems SHch as

"

do not
sonhv but neither

ch Hilke would later
formulated at this t ime ..

later
,

the

the

to
the

middle

dead ,

chUd ,
t his

and the

the

into

Hilke WES

o f the

he st8.ted thB.t he had fj,nished the
and

the

to

The third

2

of

commenced vlit h
in

and

o f t11&

:'1'i th the fina]

and the
Rill<e was

bectlu se it was
abl

life , all of 1 ife ,

to

in Hilke eVf0r sincE: the
tebooks , "

the

of
the surface

Host of these ideas

and

the same t ime
lJ

and

of

ideas

othvr ",1rit2X's

t roubled Rilke

in the

to !)

and fa.ilure ,

"a dual affirmation of

peace lInd

and

3

,, '" ",man' ;3 loneliness , hiz transctence; , his
in love and

han-

l ilnitleBs and the bound-

4
the trtle 1"171a
a desire to
life�

5

1.n terms of
brotherhood!}

6

in life thet \1i11
it ",

.,
,

i3uch

for t h e exterrlal

CQUndHries o f
o f his internal

8

and vis ions c

Aft"r the

third

last four years

"the

like 8� t ender and medi-

9

tative coda upon an heroic

vIas involved in his inner search for the
seemed to revert b8Ck to his interest
decides to

the

viaS

the poet ab1

i n t he last

:vord s "

He
!IEi] lee

of the eart h "

to whose sil ent assistance he owed the
"

of his gre8-t

t ime

h� TIO

Rilke was sat isfie d ;

to

face the

four years o f h i s l ife ,

10

o f his childho o d "
this wound i s

heal e d ,

he is a t last ahle to ' suhlimat e ' h i s childhs o d , to conquer it and
t o retrieve it

for his remembrance as
all four

of

11

and
, Rilke

t h e Kfl10\nt on horseback , JJarcis8uB , t h e unicorn ,
,

the act or

and many other

and dol 1 s {>
h e had been fasctnated

'these two

in his later
at:ton of l i fe

death.

Since child-

, lind

take on

uhich deals \vith

affirm-

Both the Duino ���

contain references to these

To
the

was like

into ha:rmless

mother

the

of

F;m

\lhen he
and cried"

made

the

it was

was like

fear that h i s

who l i f t e d h:LtTI u p from the darko f his h eart and hoisted hia upon all
and

towers like searlet

the

matured he
interest of t h e

the critical years
of the "t errib l e "

was

own

pOvler and

It UaB

that the

of

12

of the
of his

uae

t o it he attributed all

divine

of the

13

powers he

Rilke wanted to stand off and ViS\1 the

world from the
intense

point .

's

the

desired to

are not direct ed outvfard but

uhiah in the

Hilke tried t o

are concentrated in the heart ,

t h i s idea

in the "Second

of a concentration of

o f the powers of a concave mirrorf>

in which he

Et1 80 envied the

!Ilhe

!tHe
because He is at home in that vast open world that knows neither

pUTe spacF'J or }Jure

nrl'lSJfunt , nor future , but
'l'he
death
to

,'lay Rilke s,w te achieve this freedom in spaCE!
t o pay_

but this was too
and free communion with the
of

oocurred

his
the

when he felt

and.
state of

ThJfu closI'lst he cam�

"

Hilke sTote the

Elegies

in such a
then that h e

able t o achieve the

of

l i fe and

Doll£1

It vIB, S obvious th8 t he needed a countert o the
hol , a

He needed another sym-

o f the

o f pure outwardne's8 ,
-- hence

visible , a l l matter and no

to the

direct

oreature , moreover, whose

to

man vIa,s similar to man I
the QV6G.� .

o f the

found it in

dol 1 �
17

,

before it

in Rilke ' s

the doll had

A l so , as in the e8. s e o f t h e

assumed i t s role in the ThAino Elegi e s Q

'H1gc'J. , it is more than hkely that the doll-image arises from Rilke ' 8
childhoodo

comments about the dol l s of

Hilke made some interest

his childhood :

virtue of i t s creative

the child

has breathed a soul i nt o -the doll
the tV!Q have become

irhe dol l in' its ,Utter
silence caused man for

his 1 i fe to face

and
one 'll

18
and

time i n

spa c e and to fet:l i t s

horroro

The doll

doesn ' t love and often l eflvcs some
of
are
tr:rtt

with t h f? id{'):1
ng lovedo

of

01

feT �lnl l is " pup,pej n

il;

Th r-

OHest fo:rm o f

22
first innocent love c H

i s marionett e ,

dol l "

tl1an

b@tween God and�

The

in tbe

fom of

wi tb the

,

cn ch as a
assumed more

the doll

" both

and more

At one t ime
if

is the

crea tnre ,

of

the

'Rilke noted

human meant

that st least the doll tiSS

even expresses the wish
more than "to be Q "

beoome a doll

He believed
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VIII
e

Rilke ' s

one ,

i s an

cant
The

of h i s

up t o his final

and tha t was to OVercome

want ed one
to

of a
of man,y oonta ct s ,
OJ'

intercourse 1vith
and ftS

friends , not

he in love . 1I

Nor

ito

in

youth (; �l .. ..

o f the st imulat

{sO

untravell0Jd",
in z

wez

Hie

Lenan ,

RUke ' s
o f d e l i cate

t exture ,

was not so deliberate and could break off almost

their

\vi t h different

Hilke
at this t im e �

H e l a t e r d:Lsovtned his

somebow conl d not

the song wtl S stifled in his throat ,

nical
turned out

o f fom

works becaUR8 o f their

cltls�Bine 8 8 Hnd luck o f
out }

admired

, an imitation of the I1riterB o f the

borrowed

moods ;

of

was the

of Rilke ' s first

but

of his

followed i n the

Actnally , RUke

The

from an

and

and

years "

start

\1ith this

be more of

and his marvellous t echchara c t e r ,

have

than an asset had he not 8t1'ive:n

so hard to find a balf),nc@
the second

and vBrsat ili

the years from

st ill liacked aS8UrnnCe !

bet1Ieen short , rrdddl e and
s t a t ements or

fOTIns } between
"

and orn"r;;.t e
I S O'\dn

thRt the

his
and he 1,,ra s too concerned

1'laS still somewhat
with vrord
third

Orpheus \;Jere vrri t t en wil l be d i s cussed in more detail from
the

eloprne'nt , a few

of the
in

into thRt

But before

of form Rnd

should be

which ran from

to Rilke I s fourth

out

unt il his

death.

life accorn-

'41th the chief task of

in the
t

is now

and

in sma l l ,
j,!o3HjJ.\)H and fervor of

his el eKCluc

out , the refleorehearsal of the

the

tive

birth t o

had
the Sonnets and

once more

,

into pure sense

intuition into a

mood.:.

3

Form
Rilke had a nB,tural t a l ent with form ELnd so Has able to do a
deal o f
existed tr2dition£tl forme based on clafli� ica]
l e s 8 wel l - defined forms and

from

free vers e "

all o f these form s ,

handled them in

novel 1! maPJler as to

o r natic!1Ftl mode l s and

Rtlke cho st:

in. his

vlOTks 1
8ffect s ",

Before
a

tions

J:

the

to

Hilke '

001180-

poems , none of t hem

of short nnd
ther

of
nnd the iden
The

renais sft-Yl ce sonnet is a short poem of fourt 8en
rnther severe form

five feet t o the l ineo

l ines ,

offftTS

w i thin f1 smB.ll s pcLce and because

drflffia t i c

it is BO short , the end hIlS a definite relation to the:
to the German

rrh i B form was somewhat

it is

and

with i t .

thnt Bilka chose to

" I t may s e em para-

doxical that he should find such l iberation in one of the most

form8�

artificial and restricted
Rilke to condense th�
outlined

The sonnet
h'orks into

loosene s s of h i s

ividual poems

{>

5

II

It should be noted that
the ItB,lian sonnet !

Hilke also took some liberties

�.l!!�!:!::::. havp five feet per line and

o f the

"In Rilke: ' s hands the Bonnet is no

for h i s

h i m nt

of Hilke ' r

earlier tried

RilkF:

fond of {las the

infiet

or

heT ) i e character"
blank

The el ?:gy

1

the

In the
in n fre e ,

an

meter"

Hi]

the' 801
Hnd

is

RHke

to

his

classtc

to

alive and dist inct tt

on;;t,rv modified

Rilke UfH:tB is that of

The

such a �'iIHy that the reader

becomes H\iB-Te of the

nature o f each itlOrd.
way that his

Rilke used the

in such

[l

e almost

his translator 1 s

notices the unmistak-

"One

able character of his

,

its

Belf-containeo.ness

and idioma t i c ,

but

B€.!nse ,

"

of his

even in

7
Rilke s eems to

have softened the GeT'nlan

8

Both his pr,OSB and h i s
Rilke is

t imbre which may be ' an outcome of his

And s o ft

mtlster in del icat

BelmoTf'j , Bxrthol' o f Hi Ike I S Craftsmanship,

comment s that !Ian admixaccounts for

ture of Slav blood as well as his
his

80ft }

slow and musical c ti
of

I S creativeness is
'1t!ords @

sound

"Rilke can mass words and isolate them?

well

, underl ine their

or

music

evoke ana exhaust their inherent

bL,�nL fi0flnce to the fullest fLnd finest

of

nontr2lst them

9

are

l 1 it�r£ctionJ
h:l.s innE;r
and

and

il ssonance tD

In Rilke 1 s poems there is no contrast between
he

all becomes

uses to con�unicate the darkness and

of hurrran
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A Study of His Later

IX

\-'la rks

Rainer Naria Rill,,, has been called the

it waB almost a s e l f-

loneliness of modern man, but '!tlith the

He set hims e l f off as an orrmiscient

loneliness.
and

as the

of the

of the secret nature o f man�

He

£1ssu.med the burden o f men l s: lives , the agony and 10n81iness of v!hich almost

and

Rilke l s adult life was

It

to

of The

the

vla s

for the outward

that vision

of his irmer
to 1 1 f e o

all of

too muoh 'for him"

as a

that

t o grow insidB o f him whi ch did not break the surface unt il
twelve years
total

in

!

;vhen over a four-week

t o bis vis ion ..

Without

he gave

oreation was t it l sd

a second breath ,

came

tc

to Rilke betKsen the second and the twent ieth of
three works expre ss all that Rilke deemed

Rilke started
while

"0f(lrlCl:r!2

in Rom e ,

eeived Etnd the ;vork
1'tti S

struck

'-'lRS

in l i fe (l

on the tlNotebooks" in Fe:bx'UE: ry of 19()IJ
i t 1,vas in PFtris that the idea
etede

In the

con-

the

desolate lives of the poor
all

i
liberate himself from them.
The

the years 1 9 04 to 1 9 1 0 ,

of Hilke ' s

first nnnY'TAT' of the hook in faot is
his

entries and letters .

his proper medium.
and to
from his

a:r0 almost the

in 1910 and

were

of

a direct

and prose 'tJas not

Hilke >les a

his

the media "forced him to

control his craft "

II

'Ph"

1
the

Rilke

were the reflections of

:In pro s e form as if

1138 like

aversion to

yeung Danish
Par i s .

Ths
Dane
he cannot

vli t h

Paris

aUEl'\;fer and terror he cannot subdue .

his health df;; cl ines and his :nerves become
of sgory}

sensitized to t h e

the

conventio:r'xal boundries between

th0 real and the unreal ,

truth and illusion,

become more and more indetermin� t e o

In tho second half of the book, the
and events that the Danish
s ent

entries refer to

it is in the second

at t h e tlme.,

'8

It lvR S becrn.lse Hilke 'Vfas so int ima

i t vliiS

d:Ls covererl ,

3

of the book that t h e chara cter
of Hil

i

repre-

these

dOeS not

Q1'ill refl ect ions on h i s

theless ,

2

1nvo1ved \Jith Nalte 1 8

wou l d

to fini u}:

task ..

as he;

that had

hEtd to examine

of

ohildhood and the terrors o f h i f; adult 1 ife

the

not

in order to overcome their pO\¥'erD
deal ,rith , but a l so the

of the

!4al t " l Ll::tiK®) takes on

the
untH

5
ment"

around him ..
more

Etna more

lna.L ly , like the Christ in his poems , h e finds
Hilke ' s

that

and

includes

, "hich in turn ,,;ill leed to

ment , death

fulfillall

of s e l f- fulfill-

the supreme consumrnation of t hJ:1t fulfil lment ..

This idea is further illustrated

the

the l ife of

This woman has been bereaved o f her loved one but
s t i l l her love endures , thus there i s
6

Aftar
never writ e

the

reversal of

into

Hilke believed that

He ool le d the work a "wat e:r·-sh€,d

II

would

but onG in

whioh all the waters had run back one way so that on the other side
7

there

He eveYl

Born€'

wri t -c en the work "

o � o it had to be , I $�S so
under
to 1irit e i"c , no
of choicv:o
But now I feel
l it t l e like
.Raskolnikov after tho
I don ' t know at
all what is to come nOltI , and I am a 11,ttle
I reflect that I have
horrified
\�Tit t en this book ¢
8

of

Qoold

born

with a pros€'

rrhe

COtTI-

have

at the t i m e , h e was sure that
all he cculd

=="- Laurids Brigge

For two years it almost

seemed as if he were

, but

in

and conoedved
At that tilll !! Bilk\!! was full o f anclll1l11

the
and his soul was s i c k ,

h e t ransfonned t h i s v e ry s i ckness :Luto

und for this reason t h e verses occupy a.
\york"

All

in h i s

of the ideas thEtt he had ever harbored are discuf3sed once

more in these

..

The

tht:1Yl that ,

about man'

are

a

are about Rilkc t fJ l i f e bl)t
'Eha

life :1,n

is

and deficienoes of htill1E1U
nature ,

at the

dra11b acks.

His real purpose in these verses vIas to find man t

in this 'IOrld4

time he is

Of utmost

the

in

of l ove and death for
the very

ion of these will
The first three

castle Duino 'which
Sea.

Rilke celled the

The castle served
to
'dB

were vrrit t en in

W2S

""Ht5'3IlU ,

brtil t
lie,

the

is

such
the proper
o f' our lives�

9

II

at t h e beaut iful

the Adriatic
10

on a oliff
of iTT'fiBc G

•

"

an ideal stimulus from Rilke who knew that ,
Dant e hELd written some of h i s works thereq

at JYtlino that he set do¥lY1 the First

themes

these

existence

whioh introduced

It

Hnd
the
cc:ntrast
transitorineas ,
the recC'fFlit:tOll of Hani
that this limitation
and the
kind
may also be thE! condition 0 a
of
the
insistence
on
the
des;
tinies of the great lovers and o f the
he is
, and ,
mentioned, of the Hero , as
of life and death , or
the true
to their ultimate
11

The First

serves to point out the l imitat ions of man ;
vli l l result from

that

on to

these l im:itrttionso
l imi tat ions in

self-a'Harene8 S .

has

conceruen l4lth the

is

and mane

sel f-avlareneSB , while

undert o examine these

Hilke then

�:he Second

contrant between the

The
a

possesses

remrlellC" rY and intermitt ent
of eterunder-

also had :its
about a year and

in

hn l f later in

transi'hor:iness of love both for mother and maidens is

d i s cussed in this

It was

cont inuous

rul e , man must be content 'iith

of himself'> The i�hird

Paris!)

B

lovers d e ce�t ch a

but , as

he goes

tHO

Elegy and

basis of

on the

and a half years lat er when
this

of ttme

\VT'ot

the Fourth

events occnred :
of \"orld v-far I !j

bitter and

of fill the

the encounter
i f} the: most

in \1hich H i lke d\181 1 s on

divined
to

undivided consciousness , he is
he

;,1hat he

olJcil1;;-�tj
Hilke

be-

81

role 1 88 8
to d o "

on lrurfl;-JTI

hEd
the

the

war years ?
et Duino

were f:lxdshed in
of them vrere writ t en at

earlier dLltf"o

The Fifth

vJr:U;t en last as

Picusso ' s

their
def1-n.A-bout to
on

threadb�Te
round .,

In

VEtys the

in the exercise of t h e ir

with

of
who l e ",

Tovard thB end of this

Rilke

of love can

true

12

back to the idsrt thg, t the

be understood in relf;lt ion to death.,

The close relat lO,mm:Lp bet1'leen love and death is further
in the Sixth
'.rhe Sixth
man t S

o

whi ch deals 14ith the death o f the young hero"
ELIso :l ntrodu

vlasted effort in

f:ruit li

rather than

Th8 Seventh

the

existenoe ,

that th e best o f life can be
to

each

out

trt?e to

the

82

i s foJJ.o'Jed
over

Hith further lament

' s l irrd t ationso

the trftTIs itor-

Hilke does seem to

In the finEtl

ineas of human l i fe as a neceBB<;�ry conrlitiono
Rilke recc'gxl�:zeu man ' s limitat ions and

then

to celebrate a

over the situatiOTI0

an affirmation o f

could

hard and
lito

One of the main purposes o f the

Hfe open towards death and to shov the true

of love and other human act :ivities as
Thiry final

sorro'l!" II

other ve rs e s

the

after

of l i f e .
8

belie-ved that

The

and

el l ae

1v

draVIS

and sounds

lit

In the
for man l s

final not e of

t h e creatIon cf the Sonnets

As was

In mHny cases t he ideas

folloved the Duino
in the Sop�et
and

s eem like

e:x;-

from the

Rilke oom-

fully from a different

mented upon the
£tnd I f1 8em it

and the: Sonnets 8uBtain one another at 8 ] 1
infinite grace that I have
these two sai l s ;
the

whi te

from v]ithin"

was

Rilke t 9

lament ,
to

the

the

13
irlh ereas the

Sonnets arf? concerned
human aGhie\�lent and show

end the
t rar;s fonnation or

reader
In a

"

canvas o f the El

hoy! it is
entrea t s

rind

th" l I t t l e rust-colored. sail of the

inant theme o f the
with

abl e , '.1it h the same breath , to swell

sens a ,

he calls on the Tf?ader to make

14

rabirth
11

overt events and conc0rns , but rather to
l i8ten t o one I S O\¥n i1L�er
It

be

Rilk",

out those factors which influenced

to

and

the

Thr@@ events s t imulated the
enoount er with Paul
and the

that

s

of these verses :

an

'bhe death of a tal enteid youn,,:S

af nn

in a

of

ndow"

inf1v 0rtc'ed Ri l ke the most

Cimet i ere marin. 1I

ke wro t e in the

o f Valery 1 8

"a combinatj,on o f clear thought with
I
feseed vIi t h a certB-in ala ted urgen cy 1; I

In

o f the talented young

to

the d.eath

Rilke sai\i
he was

V0ry l i tt l B �

interested in this

to express hers l e f art
she was

pro-

17

, even

as

more and more

result of her

hi:'1 di'?sire to convert

illustrat
int o self-ful fillment �

'Phe

Rilke not iced in

window in SHit zGrland gave him the

vJith the

of

around. "hi ch he buH t the Sounets .

was also chosen because

of his
ideal
form of

Rilke envied
mortal snd

Gods.,
out side

,

since hi s song :i8

to

because

was able A� O visit

land of

Rilke ("rant ed t o be among men but hu,ve the pOI{er
f human fate .,

better unders

of the Sonnets

be

fiT;;!

of

0:ri np; the

J:h0 very 0R,rl ier:rt mus i c ians
Hermes made

and gave it t o

drew from i t sounds s o melodious that when
he

the

in

Pan made the

all e l s e ,

their voices were

comparee

in order came a few mortals so excell ent in

their art that

almost

the divine

far the

Of

l imit to his power when
he

and sangI'

resist him\!

No one and

could

Di'el�Y'thinlZ aniJnato and inctnimat e

followed him.
himself

he

On one famous

He sailed with Sason on the

most usefu l .

, " and 'r.v'hen the heroes \vere weal'J and
was

the

dificult he would

be aroused to fresh ZBFtl and their oars would
smite t he seH

in time t o the

from the Sirens hy

He also saved

so clear Hnd

a

that it

f2,tal voices ..

drcnv7led the sound o f those

w'here he first met and how he 'iOoed the

maiden he loved ,

, we are not

vlere married but their
after the

tol d �

was brief"

as t he bride 1dalked

in a meadow 'rl ith her bridesmaid , 11

her and she died"

was over-

He could not endure it .

mined to

He deterth

down tD the \vorld of
back",

to

dared mo:t'e than

BeT1Y other mHn ever dared for h i s love

..

to the underworld ..

the fearsome

and at the sound al l that

he struok h i s

VB-st mult itude were charmed to s t i l lne s s "

one under the

and gave

sUIl1TI1oned
but upon one OOYl,cli tion:

that he

at her as - s he fol lo146d

v!QuId not

reached the upper 'dorldo
out into

turned around

No

of his voice could refuse

him

her to him,

took

There

�

I t was too soon;

bHok into the d9_rkness
-co rush Lifter her but the
�

consent to

second t :iJ11e r whil e

the

,

she

he

would not
the dead

was s t i l l alive¢

He

to earth nIone in
vlandered over the
ll,'Ct 61'
land of Thrace until a band of maenads camG
slE"h' t he
him limh from

1mb .
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Rilke became very muoh involved in this
t o the Sonnet s ;
lost
aided him in

its
Rilke l s

some critics say that this
faith ..

u

d"

his faith in

ths lif@ snd, death are

, the

that
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Chapter X
Material For Interpretation

( arranged

according to date of publication

The War-Time Letters of Rainer Maria Rilke.

)

Translated by M.

D.

Herter Norton.
These leters could be used quite effectively by the
interpreter in preparing a program around the theme of lI�iar. lI
Rilke expresses beautifully some universal feelings about the
horrors of war.

The text contains no introduction, but information

about this period i s readily available.

Poems.

Translated by Jessie Lemon t .

This i s a collection o f short poems drawn from seven o f Rilke ' s
books :

First Poems, Early Poems,

The Book of Picture s , N e w Poem�,

The Book of Hours, Sonnets to Orpheus and Later Poems.

Thi s text

would be most useful to the interpreter who wi shes to illustrate
how Rilke ' s poetry changed as he matured,

since the selections are

taken from the four periods in Rilke ' s development.

The text

contains no information about Rilke ' or the significance of the
selected works.

Letters of Rainer Maria Rilke Vol . I & II.
Bannard Greene and M.

Translated by Jane

D. Herter Norton.

The se two volumes contain letters to many different individuals

between the years
life.

926,

1

thus covering most of Rilke ' s adult

The interpreter will be especially ihterested in the letters

to RLLke ' s wife , Clara, and those responding to the young people
who asked him for advice .

A few of these letters have been used by

the writer quite successfully in contests.

The introduction i s

not very helpful , but the translators do include notes on the
letters.

Letters to Benvenuta.

Translated by Heinz Norden.

This collection contains some of the most expressive letters
ever written by Rilke.

"Benvenuta" was Rilke I s nickname for Magda

von Hattingberg, a concert pianist whom he loved pas sionately for
four months .

Loui s Untermeyer has ,�itten an intere sting foreward

and there i s also a touching note for the reader from "Benvenuta. "

Ewald Tr�. Edited by lnge

D.

Halpert.

This i s a German text with a brief but informative introduction
in English.

Ewald Tragy i s a semi-autobiographical work which was

published in

1 896.

In this work Rilke purged himself of a spiritual

condition prevalent in his early years .

Letters to Merline

( 1 91 9-1 922 ) .

Translated by Violet M. Macdonald.

These letters written to Baladine Klossowska ( "Merline " ) are
not quite as interesting as are The Letters ' to a Young Poet, though
they do touch on some of the same questions.

The correspondence

i s importaYlt because it brings out Hilke t s attitude during the
time of " waiting" for the Duino Elegi e s an d Sonnets to Orpheus.

The text includes a brief introduction by J . B. Leishman.

From the Remains

of

Count C . W.

Translated by J . B. Leishman.

These poems came to Rilke during the late autumn of

1 920.

Because they were not what he had been expecting, he pretended
that they had been dictated to him by a certain Count C . W. .

The

interpreter will find this collection l e s s difficult to underLeishman has written a fine introduc-

stand and present orally.

tion showing the significance of these poems to the poet ' s life.

Corre§pondence In Yerse With Erika Mitterer.

Translated by N . K.

Cruicksha.n.lt.
This text provides the interpreter with some rather unique
These letters in verse were written

material for oral reading.
over the years

1 924

to

1 926

to an eighteen year old American girl .

Some of Rilke ' s most intimate and personal poetry appears in
these letter s .

Letters t o a Young Poet.

Translated by M. D. Herter Norton.

Thes e letters sent to a young poet over the years

1 903-1 908

show what Rilke was going through in his own relationship to life
and work.

The interpreter will find these letters excellent for

oral presentation due to their profound beauty and signifi cance.
The second part of this text provides material showing the relation
between the letters and Rilke ' s life.

Selected Works

(Prose) .

Translated by G . Craig Houston.

These are significant prose works written between 1 902- 1
" The Young Worlanan ' s Letter" i s particularly valuable in gaining
an understanding of Rilke ' s view on God.

A few of these are

e ssays on important philosophical questions.

This material would

be fine for use in interpretation .

Lette�s to Frau Gudi Nolke.

Translated by Violet M. Macdonald.

These letters were written during Rilke ' s stay in Switzerland
i n the latter part of his life.

l'he letters are not very interest

ing on the whole and probably would not be as effective for oral
interpretation.

No background material i s provided except notes

on a few of the lotters.

Poel!!.L12Q.§ to-.J926.

Translated by J . B. Leishman.

Thi s text will allow the interpreter to examine some of
Rilke ' s later poems after his triumph with the "Elegies" and
"Sonnets . "

Mr. Lei shman¢' includes another excellent introduction

discussing Rilke ' s life and the development of his style.

The LsY and Love and D@ ath of Cornet Christopher Rilke,
Translated by 14. D. Herter Norton.
This i s a beautiful piece of work that might make
choral reading program.

a

nice

It was written in 1 899 on "one stormy

night" and might be classes as a romanti c , rhapsodic account of
one of Rilke ' s early ance stors .

Mr . Norton points out i n hi s

introductiou that "Even in the Second World Wsr ' The Gornet '

went to the front in various pockets of the new soldiery. "

The

work was very popular in Rilke ' s time and I feel sure i t would
appeal to the audience of today.

'fhe Book of Hours.

Translated by A.

L.

Peck.

The Book of Hours is composed of three sections of loosely
assembled poems dealing with one theme.
publi shed in

1 905.

The work was first

It was a direct outcome of h i s recent trips

to Russia and dealt with the deep religious convictions he saw
demonstrated there.

Elido C. Mason, author of a critical work on

Rilke , has written an excellent introduction to the text.
material would be more difficult to cut and present orally,

This
since

the real message i s gained only from a complete reading.

Selected Poems.

Translated by C . R. ��cintyre.

This i s another collection of works from &ifferent periods
in the poet ' s developmen t .

The poems are very short and notes on

the verses appear at the end of the book.

Duino Elegies.

Translated by J . B . Leishm

� and

This i s Rilke ' s masterpiece.

Stephen Spender,

The ttl!ll a gies" are very difficult

to understand and the interpreter should be careful about select
int material for oral reading.

The translators include a commentary

on each of the elegies which is very helpful .
and English version are included in this text.

Both the German
The predominant

thsme of the " Elegies" i s lament over thelimitation and deficiencies
of human nature .

Sonnets to Orpheus.

Translated by C .

F. l1acintyre.

These fifty-five sonnets are considered by many to be RiJLke ' s
finest work.

They came to him in February of 1 922 when he was

supposedly "possessed by the sngel . "

The interpreter should be

sure that he completely understsnds these verses before attempt
ing to present them orally.
including agony snd death.

In the work Rilke prai ses all of life,

Hr. l1acintyrc includes sn interesting

introduction on the substance and form of the "Sonnets . "

He also

provide s notes on each sonnet.

The Not�books of l1alte Laurid s Brigge .

Translated by 11. D . Herter

Norton.
This i s a prose semi-autobiographical work written in 1 9 1 0 .
I t i s the story o f a Dsnish youth, a morbid and poor artist, 11110
has a frightful sversion to the godle s s , big city of Paris.

The

Dsne, of course, i s Hilke snd the first quarter of the book i s
mainly a direct trsnscript o f his diary entries.
contains some beautiful passages about life, love,

The work
snd 1dork.

The

text contains some helpful notes.

New Poems.

Translated by J . B . Leishm

anJ .

New Poems i s a collection of the best works of Rilke ' s middle
period when he was concerned with " things . "
direct outcome of Auguste Rodin ' s influence.

This interest i s a
The work was published

in 1 907, a year after Rilke 18ft the j ob of being Rodin ' s seoretary.
Originally there was a New Poems I and a New Poems II which were

later combined.

In these poems Rilke is attempting to apprehend

the essence of things both animate and inanimate.

Thi s book

contains an excellent introduction explaining the importance of
New Poems in Rilke ' s development.

There are 1 75 selections

presente d in both German and English.

The selections are quite

short but it weuld be easy for the interpreter to group many
poems together around a common theme.
a title

and first line index.

The collection contains
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The folloiring table may be found in its complete form in the
book,

German Lit erature Since Goethe edited by Ernst Feise and

Harry Steinhauer.

The uriter has included these fe>l pc'lges to

give the reader an idea of hO>l Rilke ' s >lork fit into the l i t era
ture of his t ime.
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Darl'
1 �9l

Gt.'fIIlal/ Lilernfflre

Other Literati/res

+ Ernst Jiillgcr

Hudy jl/de the Obscure

FOllt:mc Effi Drirst

Ri1l1baud Potfsirs (()/UplCtes

1-i:lUptlll:t1l1l Fhlrillll Gryer

Wilde TIle /mportOllfe ..if Being

Wedekind Erdgt'ist

Genllall A rlis!s
·Paul Hindemith, composer
·Carl OrIT, composer

E.,mest
Yeal'! Poems

1896

Hauptmann Die versu"kellt

Chckhov The Stagull

Glocke

France Hisloire ro"ffmporaitlt

tAnton Bruckner ('18••)

com-

poser

(4 vols. -19'>1)
Fog:17-za.!O Pic((lf" MU/ldo Antico
HouslIlan A Shropshire Lad
Mcrcz.hkovski Tile Death of the
God,

1897

George Das Jal" rlcr Seele

Bacres Les Deracim!s
Gide us Nourrirures tc"cstres
Mall:muc! DflltlgaliollS
Mcrczhkovski Tilt PeasatJls
RegnierJeu.'!; nwiql4cs et dil/jllS
Rostand Gyral/o de Bergcfac

.898

'Bertolt Brecht (tI956)

. Hardy Wessex Poems

Hauptmann Fuhrmall" Henschel

Holz P/lQllt4Sl'S (2 vok -1899)

Huysmans La Cntllf!drale
James The Tum of the Serelv
Shaw Plays PleasQllt Qlld Unpleasant

1899

Fontane Dcr Slcchliu

0'Annunzio La Gioconda

Hofm:IIUlsthal Thealer ill Vcrseu

Kipling Stalky alld Co.

Sdulitzler Der griille Kakadl4

Morcas Stances

Haupttnal111 Midultd KrartU.'f

Bcieux LtJ Robe rouge

*Emst Krenek. composer

Conr.3.d Lord Jim

*Hermann Reutter, composer

Chekhov The Thrt'e Sisters

*Hans Ulmann, sculptor

George Dcr Trpp;ch des LcbefU

1900

&lkc VOItI IicbclI Gott ulld afldercs
Spittclcr

Olympis(hcr

(4 vols. -1904)
Wcdcki.nd Der Marquis
1901

Ibsen Whcu We Dead AwakelJ

FrUhling
" Ot,

De1cdda II Vecchio della Motltagltc1
Keith

H3uptmalUl Der rote Hnh"
Thomas Mann Bllddetlbrooks
vols.)
Schn.itzler LeuttlOllt Grutl

(.

*Kurt Weill (t1950) composer

Drciser Sister Carr{e
Bang Tile Gray House

Bazin Les Or,crii

Chekhov Ullclc Vnllya

tAmold BOcklin

(*IHz7) pzintcr

·Werner Egk, composer

Galdos Electra
Kipling J(jm

Norris TIle OdOP"S

Shaw Cacsnr and Cleopatra

Strindberg 71fe DO/ICC of Death

190'

H3uptmalUl Dcr nntlt Beillrich

Conrad Typhoon

Hesse GediclJte

D'Nmwlno Fratlcesca da RimitJi

Huch A,u dcr Yriumphgasse

Gide L'lmmoraliste

lY!!e Das Budl der Bilder

Gorki The Lower Depths

Strauil Freund He;"

*Ernst Wilhelm Nay, painter

LagerlofJcrusalt>fII (2 vols.)
Mcrezhkovski LcotJardo da Vinci

Strindberg A Dream Play
I
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Gcrl/l(/1I Litera/lire

1 90 3

Ol/'er Literatllres

H�lIpt11lann Rose Bemd

Hofl1l:lllllSlh:lI OIlS /.til';//(: W<'/f

tlll'aler; [Icktra

Huch Vi/a 5<11111/;/11/1 brl'l'f
(.-= MidUll'I U"J!('r)
Heinrich

(3 vols.)

Butler The f-Vay of All Flesh

OIasco I baikz La

rames

Germall Artists

"Boru Blacher, composer

Cn/t'r/ral

Tile Ambassadors

'london The Call oj the Wild

M:lIlli Die Giittilmw

Shaw llifall and SHI'L'fllli/11

Zola Les Trois Evallgiles

1110111:1S Mann Tonio Krb'grr

Tri.I/11/I

�i1kc Villi dCT AmUlt fwd 110m Todf

Wrclekilld Die Dilrhst' th'r Plllldc1r(J

1904

Hes.�e Peter Cnm('tl'zi"d

Heinrich Mann Floretl u"d Do/dre

Barrie Petcr Pan

Chckhov Tlte Cherry Orchard
COllntd Nostromo

,Rilke Comet

Hudson Grectl Mallsions

James The Goldel' Bowl

Stcindberg To Damascus (3 parts,

since 1 898 )

I 90S

Marm Professor Utlfat
Morgenstem Galgctllieder

Heinrich

Gorki The MOlller

M3rinctti Mall[fl'sto of Flllurism
Mcrezhkovski Christ alld Antichrist

(trilogy of novels, since 1 89S ) ;

Prter alld Alexis

*Karl Amadeus Hartmann, com
poser
tAdolfvon Memel (*18IS)
painter

Rolland Jeall Cllristoplle (10 vols.

-1913)

Shaw Major Barbara

Synge Riders to rllt! Sea

Wilde De Profimdis
1906

Hauptmann Vlld Pippa ttnlzt
Hesse UtlteT'" Rad

Galsworthy YIII: Mall

Pascoli Odi c b",j

of Property

Shaw TI,e Doctor's Dilemma

Sinclair The Jlltlgle
1907

George Der sicbcllte Ring
Carl Hauptmann Eitlhart

Artsybashev Sal/in

der

Liichler

Hesse Diesseits

Micgcl Balladen 11IId Lieder
Mom.bcrt Ace'" (3 vets. -I9U)
Rilke Neue Gedic"t� I
1908

Rilke Newe Gedichtc II
Schafer AlJekdotetl
Schnitzler Dtr We-g jns Preie

Bazin Le Blr! qlli live

"Wolfgang Fortner, composer

Conrad The S/.'cret Aqtut
Rolland Beet/IOI/elli Michelallge
Strindberg TIlt! Gllost Sal/a/a

Synge The Playboy oj the Wt!stern

World

Andreycv Tile Seven That Wt're
Hanged
Barrie W/lat Every Woman Knows
Bennett The Old Wives' Tale
France L'lle des Pingouitts
Hardy Th, Dynasts (3 part., since
1903)

Maecerlinck L'O/seau bleu
Romains La Vie unauime

*Karl Hartung, sculptor

1 01

Dalt'
'909

Call/(III Literaillre

tDctiev von Liliencron (*1 844)

Dusch Schc;" Imd Scill
Thollias M:l1ll1 K611iglicllc Hollcit
M0l11bcrt Der Itimmliscllc Z('cllcr
Rilke Rcqlliem
WaSSCrnl:l.1l11 Cnspar Hmls<'r

1910

C1rOSS:l Ct'dicl,te

Daublcr Das Ntlrdlirllf (3 vols.)

HauplIn:um Dcr Narr ill Christo;

Other Literatures

Germall Artists

.IlaITes Cofctft' BtTlldocllc
Claudel Citlq grouds odts
Galsworthy Strife
Gide La Porte t!troite
Powld Exu ltat ions
Wells TOllo-D,mgay
Meredith Last Poems
Pcguy Notre jelll/esse

L!Wtl/lfI('/ QI4illt

J-tt-iurich Manll Dil' ktri'H� Stadt
Morgenstern J'al"utriim
Hilke

Die Au[
zcichmlll£l'tI des

�w.fJ.cl.al((id� �cj�££ (z vok)

Spiuclcr Olympisclli'r FrilMing
(revised)
1911

Hauptll1:ll111 Die Rafte,.

Hcym Dr, ewigc T(1j]
Hofm:mnsth.al Alkl's,is;]edermmm

K-aiscr Die j{idisclle �Vitille
Sorge Dt'r Bettler
Sternheim Die Hose

Claude! L'Otnge
Drciser jCllIlY Ger/lardt
St. John Petse Blog"

*Georg Meistenn:mn, painter

Wharton E,lIon Frome

Werfd Dcr We1ifreund

1912

tGeorg Heym (*'877)
Baruch Dcr tote Tag
DClUl Morgue

Hcym Umbra llirae
Hofil13,nnsthal Arindlle 01'1
Noxos; Dcr Roscukovalitr

Srcmhcim Biirger Stllippd
Strau13 Der IIackte Matm
1913

George Der Stem des BllIldes
Hauptmann Frstspie! ill deutsche"
Rcimc/I

Kafka Dcr Heizer

Kellermann Dcr Tum,!1

Alain-Fournier I.es Grands
Menu/"es

Claude! L'AtltlollceJaile d Marie
de la Marc The Listeners
France Les Dieux ont soiJ
Shaw Pygmalion

Apollinaire Alcools
Lawrencc SOliS and Lovers
Proust A la Reclu!rcllc du temps
perdu (-1928)

Shaw Aildrocles alld tile Lion

TIl0mas Mann Der Tod in
Vel/cdig

llilke Das MarjclliebclI

Teakl Gcdlrlltc
Werfel Wir sind
1914

Leonhard Frank Die Riillberbam1e
Hauptm:mn Dcr Bogen des
Odysseus

Kaisec Die BUrg" vou Calais
Heinrich Mann Dcr Un/trlan
SchrOder Deutsdu! Oden
Scernheim Der StlOU

Andreyev He M,o Gels Slapped
France u Revolte des atlges
Frost North oj Boston
Joyce Dublitltrs

*Heinz Trokes, painter
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Dale

I !HS

Gcrlllati Lileralllre

Dablin

Other Literalllres

Die dre; Sprii"ge des

Bunin

Wallg-llill

1916

1917

The Gt'IIt/Clllntl from Sail

FrdllcisCIJ

Edschmid Die sa/u Mii"dI4"gCIJ
Hesse Kllilip
Mcyrink Dcr Golem

Conrad I/irtllf)1
Drciscr The Gellills
Masters SpOOIl Rirler Amb% gy
Maugham OJ Hllmntl Belt/dage
Richardson Pilgri,mtgc (9 vols.
-1927)
Woolf The Voyage alit

Benn Cellime
Drad Tyello Brallcs Wt'g zu
Kafka Die VcnvdlfdluIlg
Unruh Bin Gesell/edit

Barbusse Lc Fell
Blasco Ibanez Los "'ttlrojineres del

Gatt

Apocallpsio

Moore

Goering Secschlacilt
Kaiser Dil! Koralle
Heinrich Mann Die Armel'l

Tile Brook Kcrith

Hamsun Growth
Joyce A Portrait

oj ti,e Soil

oj tllc Artist as a

Yormg MtllI

Pasternak My Sistt'( Lift
Shaw Heartbreak House
Valery LA jet/tic Parquc

1918

BarIach Der arme Vetter
Doblin Wadzecks Kampf mit

der

.HIok Yhe TIlIelve
Hopkins Poems

Dampftl/rbillt!

Hauptma.nn Der Ketzer VOII Saana
Kaiser Cas I

1919

Hesse Demian
Wassermann Christian
scllaffe

1920

Walm-

tRichard Dchmel (*1863)
Enut Komodirlllten- und Spitzbubf..'lIgesd,iductl

Hauptmann Der weilJe Heiland
Junger [n StahlgelVitU:m
Kaiser Gas IIi Dcr gerettcte Alklbiades

Schaeffer Hefio1Jtit
Stemhcim Europa
Scraufi Del' Sd,itier
Werfel Spicgelmcnsch

Anderson Winesburg
C::1bcll Jllrgctl
Supcrvielle Pohnes

.

Lewis Nfaill

Ohio

Street

O'Neill Tile Emperor Jones

Pirandello

Se; persotlaggi in cerca

d'alltore
Undset Kristlfl Ltllmlflsdafter

(3 vols. -1922)
ValCry Lt Cimet/ere. mari" i Odes
Wharton The Age of lnfloamu

Germa" Artists

Date
I9�1

Gel'll/flll Litera/lire

at/,er Literatllres

Hauptl11:UlIl llldipolu/i

Moore Heloise alld AbdaNI
Shaw Bark 10 M{'tlmsdall

Hoflll:ll11ISlh:d Dt" Sclil"it!r(�t.

A. N. Tolstoi The Path oJS1!lfCriflg
(- 1924)

Toller Masse Meluch

19""

T. S. Eliot TI,e Wnsfe Lalld

O:lrbch Dff Fi"dliflg

Brecht '1 'rol/wrd" ill der NacJ,t

Joyce Ulysses

Hesse Siddhnrta

Rolland L'Amc cflc!umtee (7 vol,.

Caross:!. Eillc Kindlleit

lewis Babbitt

Hoflll:lIllisthal Das Sa/�/mrger

gmlle

Gerlllall Artists

r I'rlflllcn/l!r

-1933)

V:l.lcry Chnrmcs

Woolfjrlc(lb's RMI/I

Ina Stidd Das Lahyrinth

Yeats Laler P(){'ltfS

Martin du Garcl Lcs TMbm41t

(8 vok -1940)

J923

Ritkc Duillcscr ElcS.ie"i SO/lettc (III

Cather A La.(t Lady

Salten Bambi

Mauriac GCflitrix

.

�

Wcrfel

Huxley Atltic Hay

Millay The Harp-Weatlcr alld Orher

Verdi

Poems

Pasternak Themes and VariatiollS
RomaillS Knock
Shaw St. JOalt

191.4

tFranz K,fka (*1883)

Forster A Passage to Itldia
Webb Precio"s BatIe

Barlach Die Siiff(!ftf�t

Carossa Rf4mii'lisciles Tagcbucll

Dablin Berge, M�'ere (md Crgmltetl

Hauptmann Die bud der gro/Jctl
Mlllter

Kafka Eill HUlIgcrl.ditlStler

Thomas M:mn Der Zal/berberg

(2 vols.)

Schnitzler Friillieitl Else

Spittelcr Prometheus der DlIlder

191.5

Drciscr An American Tragedy

Hauptmann Vclnlld
Hofmallilsthal Dcr Tflrm
Kafka Dcr Prozcf1

Kolbenheyer ParacdSllJ

since

1907)

(3

(2 vol'.)

fitzgerald TIlt! Greal Catsbr
vols,

Heinrich M:uUl Der Kep!

Neumann Der Patriot

O'Casey JIIIIO mId tire Parcock
SupervicUc Grtt/liratiolls
Woolf Mrs. Dalloway

Zuckmaycr DerJriillliche Weinverg

191.6

±Raine
IMaria Rilke '*I8Z�l

Babel Red CmJalry

Grimm Yolk olllle Ram"

Bcmanos

Kafka Das ScMofJ

D.

Hauptmann Dorat/lea Angermatm

SOl45 Ie Solei! de Satan

Gide Les FmlX-mOnflayeurs

H.

petit

Lawrence Tile Phlmed Str-

*Hans Werner Henze, composer

104

Dille

Cern/fill Litaa/llre

Oth", LiteratI/res

ThOIll;\S M:Uln U/lMdIl lWg WId

T. E. U\"'1:C'llCC Swell Pillars oj

Nculll:mn Dl'f TCl4fd

Wisdom
O'Casey Tile Plfl".�/1 mId tile Stars

!rillll'S L'itI

St.

BClln GrSl1IlIIlIeltc Gcdic/lrc

Urecht HallSl'oslilic
Hal1ptmann Till Eull!lIspirgei

Hesse Der Stl'PPCIIII'Olj
Kafka A"'l'rr'ka

Zweig Ocr Strdt um dell Ser

John

rerse A/I(lbO$c

Cather Dcarh Comes jor tile A,clibl'shop
Ga.rcia Lorca CatlCiollcs
Mauriac T/II!rcsl: Dcsqlu:rollx
E. A. Robinson T'ristrll/fl
Woolf 1'0 tile Light/lollse

genllfell CriSe/IQ
1928

13rccht Die DrcigrosdlclloPff
C:lrossa Vl'rlllttlulhmgt'll riller
)lIgcm/

Huxley Poillt COIllltcfI'O;I1t

Lc Fort Das Schwe/fltllcll dCf

D. H. Lawrence LAdy Clltlfter/ey's

Kaiser Die Le.d(·rkiipJe

Malrnux Les COl/qll/ratlts

Vrrollika I

LOlle,

RelU} Krieg

O'Neill Strange Illterlilde

Schnitz1cr Therese

Sandburg Sclecleti Poems

Scghcrs Dcr AIIJstttlla dcr Fischer

Sholokhov Alld Quiet FlolVs tilt

11011 SI. Bctrbara
1929

Benet 1"/111 Browl/'s Body

Garda Lorca Rommm:ro gUano

tHugo vou HO[1ll3unsthal (*1874)

tAm� Holz (*1863)

Drcdu Allfslieg Imel Fall der Stadt
MaftagollllY

Dahlin. Dcrlill Alcxtlllderplatz

DOll
Dridges Tile Testalt/cnl oj Bem41y
Cocteau Les Etifatlts terribles

Faulkner TIle SO/md aud tile Frlry

Giraudoux AmpIJytrioll 38

Hemingway A FafCIvell to Arms

George Das "clle Reid,

Wolfe Look Homewltrd AI/gel

JUnger Dtls abrll/cI/I'rli(he Herz

Woolf O,latido

Rcmarque 1111 Westen tlichts Nelles
Sch:i:fcr C('sammelte A"ckdotell

Werfel Barbam oeler die Friimmigkcit

1930

Grimm Der Richter in der Karu
Hesse Narzi/J fwd Golt/mlll/a
Kasmer Eiu Mmm gibt AII.d.!luift

Lc Fort Dl'r Papst ails dc,n Ghetto

Mllsil Der Mmm o/me Eigells(/'ajte" 1

Ina Seidel Dds WWlSChki"d

1931

tArthur Schnitzler (*1863)

Broch Die Srhlt!/iva"dler I, II

Leonhard Frank Vall drej MiIliOl/ell d,ci

Hesse De, Weg nacll lWlell

Kastner Fabiall

I.e Fon Die LelZlt am Sc"aJott

Schickcle Das Erbe am Rhei" (3
vols. since 1925)

Zuckmayer Def Hallptmmm von
Kopetlick

Allden Poellls

Dos Passos U.S.A. (3 vols.
-1936)

Eliot Asil J-flea"est!oy

Pound A Draft of XXX COlltos

Edith Sicwdl Collected Poems

Faulkner Sanctuary
Garcfa Lorc3 Poema del caWe jot/do
O'Neil1 MOlml;ug Becomes Electra
Woolf Ti,e Waves

Genllall A rtists

Chronology of Rilke ' s Life

187 5 -

1875

Hilke was born in Prague on December 4. of German parentage .
Hilke 1 s father, Josef, who had hoped to be an officer in the
Austrian army, was an inspector of railroads in Prague . His
mother , Sofia ( Phia) Entz, was the daughter of a well-to-do
businessman.

1884

Rilke 1 s parents separated.
the boy l s education.

1886

Rilke entered the military school at S t . Polten in preparation
for a military career. His mother, against her husband ' s
wishes, encouraged Rilke l s youthful attempts to write poetry.

1891

Rilke left Mahrisch-Weisskirchen because of constant illness
and intended to take up a business career .
He entered the
school of commerce at Linz. A Viennese j ournal published
his first poem.

1892

Rilke worked in his uncle ls law firm and decided to study law .

1893

Rilke had a love affair with Valery David-Rhonfeld. He
wrote and published a great deal of poetry hoping to c onvince
his relatives that he c ould earn his living as a writer .

1894

Rilke won a twenty-mark prize i n a poetry contest for his
poem "Evening ; " published his first book of posms, Life and
Songs, now forgotten.

1895

Rilke studied philosophy, literature, and history of art at
the German University of Prague . In December he published
his book of poems, An Offering to the Lares, later included
after much revision in his collected works.

=

Phia Hilke became responsible for

1896

Rilke wrote plays , storie s , and poems . His play, Now and in
'rthe" Holix', off, Dyj.ng, was performed in the Deutsches Volkstheater
in Prague. He published ''Wegwarten'' (Wild Chicary ) , " Songs
Given to the Peopl e ; " and another hook of poems, Crowned with
Dreams. He became acquainted with such well-known writers
as Ludwig Ganghofer, Detlev von Lilencron, Max Halbe , Wilhelm
von Scholz, Theodore Fontane, and others who encouraged bis
literary endeavors .

1897

Rilke moved to Munich where he met Lou Andrea Salome, fourteen
years bis seni or, They soon became lovers . When Lou moved
to Berlin in the fall, Rilke followed her. Lou prepared him

for his forthcoming j ourney to Italy.

In December he

published Advent, a book of poems nOl, included in his
collected works .
This date marks the end of the first
period of his poetic development .

1898

RiIke traveled t o Ital y :
Florence, Arco, Viareggio. In
Italy he met Stefan George, who criticized him for having
In Viareggio he wrote his "Maiden Songs . "
published so much.
He published a two act play, .m thout the Present, and a
collection of short stories, A t the Edge of Life . He
1'I rote the first version of "The vlhi te Princess . "

1899

RiIke traveled t o Russia with Lou and her husband from
April to Jun e .

H e made the acquaintance.'.. of··.·Pasternak,
He published " Two Stories

Tolstoy, and Prince Trubetzkay.

He wrote in
of Prague" and a book of poems In My Honor.
"one stormy night" The Tale of Love and Death of Cornet
Christopher Rilke;
also wrote in seven successive nights
liThe Tales of G od ; "
also wrote the majority of the poems
contained in The l-ionkish Life.
history of Russian ar t .

1900

He studied Russian and the

Rilke took his second journey to Russia with Lou from l-lay
to August :
l-ioscow, Kiev, Tula, visits with 'folstoy.
Upon
return from Russia he visited Worpswede where he met the
artists Otto Modersohn, Fritz Mackensen, Heinrich Vogeler,
Paula Becker, and Clara Westhoff.

1901

In March, Rilke married Clara Westhdff.
Ruth, was born December

12.

Their daughter,

The couple lived at' Westerwede

There, between September 18 and 25, he wrote
near Bremen .
"The Book of P ilgrimage . "
He sent the manuscript of
"The Book of Pictures" to his publisher .

1902

Rilke wrote reviews, newspaper articles, and a monograph on
',\,lorpswede . "

He repeated his requests for work or money.

He was unable to support his family as a free lance and so,
accepted a commission to write a monograph on Rodin.
In
August he left for Paris .
He published "The Last Ones, "
three sketches, his play "Daily Life , " and "The Book of
Pictures."

1903

Rilke traveled to Italy.
April 13 and

20

He stayed in Viareggio between

and wrote "The 1ook of Poverty and Death."

He returned t o Paris where he felt lonely and isolated.
He corresponded ,lith Lou Andreas Salome about his Parisian
nightmares.

RiIke began planning for the "Notebooks . "

In September he left Paris for Rome.

He published his

monograph, "Auguste Rodin. "

1904

Upon invitation of Ellen
Rilke traveled t o Scandinavia.
Key, he spent June to December in Denmark and Sweden.
He

published Stories of God and the first version of The
--Tale of Love and Death of Cornet Christopher Rilke .

1905

After a brief reunion ,nth his family in Oberneuland,
he fell sick and spent March in a sanatorium near
Dresden. He met C ountess Luise Schwerin, whose friend
ship and patronage supported him during these difficult
years . Through her he met his other patrons, Baron
Uexkull and Karl von der Heydt . In September Rodin invited
him to c ome to Paris . He published Book of Hours .

1906-7

Rilke ' s father died. He left Paris in July and visited
Flanders. He spent winter and spring on Capri as the quest
of Mrs . Alice Faehndrich. Npon the latter ' s suggestion, . he
translated Elizabeth Barrett B rownings Sonnets from the
Portuguese. He published New Poems I . He returned to
Paris in r1ay.

1908

Rilke wentto Capri again in the spring. He spent the
summer in Paris continueing his work on "Malte. " H e Publish
ed Ijew Poems II . This date marks the end of the second period
of his poetic development .

1909

From Paris he traveled to Chartres and Province. He publish
ed Early Poems, a revised version of his first verses .

1910

Rilke spent January to March in Leipzig as guest of his
publisher, Kippenberg. He put the finishing touches on the
Notebooks of X1alte Laurids Brigge. This year rnaXks the
beginning of his friendship with his great patroness,
Princess Mary von Thurn und Taxis, and with Andre Gide. I n
the late fall h e traveled to North Africa.

1911

Rilke
April
Taxis
Duino

1912

Rilke stayed in Venice from May to September. He held
frequent meetings with Eleonora Duse . In the winter he
traveled to Spain: Toledo, Cordoba, Seville, Ronda, Madrid.

1913

Rilke spent the Spring in Paris. In the summer he traveled
In late autumn he went to Paris where he
through Germany.
wrote the "Third Duino Elegy. " In the 1913 he made his
friendship with Magda von Hattingberg ( "Benvenuta" ) . He
published First Poems .

1914

Rilke stayed in Paris until July 20. He translated Gide ' s
Return of the Prodigal Son. He left Paris for }junic h , not
suspecting that he could not return. His books, papers,
and personal possessions were in Paris at the outbreak of
the war.

spent January in Egypt: Cairo and Karnak . He spent
in Paris . In the winter he was a guest of Princess
at Castle Duino where he conceieved the cycle of the
Elegies.

lOS

1915

There was held a public sale of Rilke ' s property in Paris .
He wrote the "Fourth Elegy" in November while at }lunich.
He was prafted into the army and served as a clerk in the
archives of the Austrian War �linistry in Vienna from December
to June 1916.

1916 Rilke was discharged from the army upon petition of his
friends . He translated twenty-four Sonnets of Louise Labe'.
1917-18 Rilke stayed in !�nich with an occasional j ourney to Berlin.
He waited here for the war to end.
1919 Rilke left Germany for Switzerland on aUecture tour upon
invitation of Swiss admirers. He read his works in Zurich,
Lucerne, Basel, and Winerthur . In Winterthur he met Hans
and Werner Reinhart whose friendship lasted for the rest
of his life.
1920 Rilke traveled to Venice and Paris. In October he went to
Switzerland where Colonel Ziegler put Castle Berg am Ircherl
at his disposal. He tried, unsuccessfully to work on the
Duino Elegies .
1921

In the company of his friend Baladine Klossowska ("l'le:dine " ) ,
Ri1ke discovered the little medieval "Chateau do Muzot sur
Sierre, " which Werner Reinhart rented for him and gave him
as a permanent home .

1922

At Muzot in February, he completed the cycle of the Duino
Elegies and wrote at the smae time fifty-five Sonnets to
Orpheus . This date marked the end of the third of his
poetic periods of development.

1923 Rilke spent most of this year at Muzot where his friends
visited hL�: Princess Taxis, Kippenberg, Werner Reinhart.
He spent the end of the year in the Sanatorium Valmont sur
Territet.
1924

April 6, Paul Valery visited Rilke at Muzot. Rilke ' s wife,
Clara, whom he had not seen since 1918, and many of his other
French, German, and Swiss friends also visited. From
November 24 to January 8 , 1925, Rilke was again at Valmont
for treatment of an unknown diseas e . H e published three
of his French poems in Valery' s j ournal, Commerc e .
On

1925 Rilke spent January t o August in Paris . H e met with Andre
Gide , Charles du Bos, Edmond Jaloux, and other French writers .
He discussed the French translation of "Malte" with Haurice
Bet z . He went t o Valmont i n December .
1926 From July to August Rilke stayed at Ragaz . He spent October
to November at Muzot. He published Vergers suivis de quatrains
valaisans . On November 30 he went to Valmont where his illness

was finally diagnosed as leukemia. He died December 2 9 and
was buried in the cemetery of Raron on Sunday, January 2 ,
192 7 .

This chronology was originally presented in H .
book, Rainer l�aria Rilke :

�!asks and the &n.

same additions and omissions.

F.
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Works Translated Into English and Available

Auguste Rodin .

Translated by Jessie Lemont and Hans Trausil.

Sunwise Turn & Co . , 1 91 9 .

The

Book o f Hours .

Translated by :'h\�L, Peok.L. Hogarth Press,

1 961 .

Correspondence in Verse with Enika Mitterer.
Craickshank.

Duino Elegies.

Translated by N .

K.

Hogarth Press , 1 953 .

Translated by J . B . Leishman and Stephen Spender .
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Fifty Selected Poems.

Translated by C .
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Hogarth Press,

Later Poems.

The
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Letters of Rainer Maria Rilke.
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Herter Norton.
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Translated by Jane Baimard Greene

W. W . Norton & Co. ,

Inc"
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Translated by M. D . Herter Norton.
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III

Translated by Heinz Nordon.

Lett�rs to Benvenuta.

Philosophical

Library, 1 951 .

Letters to Frau Gudi Nolke.
Hogarth Press,

1 95 5 .

Letters to Herline.
Co . , Inc . ,

Translated by Violet M. Macdonald.

Translated by Violet H. Macdonald.

1 95 1 .

N e w Poems.

Translated by J. B . Lei shman.

The Notebooks of l1alte Laurid s Brigge .
The Hogarth Press,

Poems.

l1ethuen &

N e w Direction s , 1 964.

Translated by John Linton.

1 930.

Translated by J . B. Leishman. Hogarth Pres s , 1 934.

Poems from the Book of Hours.
N e w Direction s ,

Translated by Babette Deutsch.

1 941 .

Requiem and other Poems.
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Hogarth

press, 1 93 5 .
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Selected Letters.
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Macmillan &

1 946.

Selected Poems .
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1 941 .
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Norton & Co . , Inc . ,

1 942.

D. Herter Norton.
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Purtscher-Wydenbruck.
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W . W . Norton

Herter Norton

&

Co. , Inc . ,

Translations from tho Poetry of Rainer Maria Rilke.
Norton.

Ttl.

W . Norton

&

W . W . Norton

•
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Herter

C o . , Inc . , 1938.

Wartime Letters, of Rainer Maria Hilke.
Norton.

and Nora

& 00.,

Inc . , 1940.
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